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I am happy to Inform the house today that as a result of our well thought out 
approach and sustained talks with the Chinese side, we have now been able to reach 
an agreement on disengagement in the North and South bank of the Pangong lake.”
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Honesty is the first 
chapter of the book 

wisdom.

—   Thomas Jefferson 

Widom

Masoodi raises 
J&K Situation in LS
New deLhi: Opposition members 
in Lok Sabha on Thursday criticised 
the union Budget as disappointing 
and hit out at the government’s 
policies, even as BJP leaders put 
up a strong defence saying that 
different sections of the society 
have praised the budget. During a 
discussion on the budget, national 
Conference’s Hasnain Masoodi also 
lauded the budget, saying a better 
one could not have  More On P6

paGd wins ddc 
chairperson post in a’nag
SriNaGar: The People’s alliance 
for Gupkar Declaration (PaGD) won 
the election for the post of chair-
person of the District Development 
Council (DDC) in anantnag district 
held on Thursday, officials said.
PaGD is an amalgam of six parties 
seeking the restoration of the spe-
cial status of the erstwhile state of 
Jammu and Kashmir. In the fourth 
phase of the polls  More On P6

Toddler’s Body fished 
out from Nallah
GaNderBaL: The body of a 
toddler who had gone missing on 
Wednesday was recovered from 
nallah Sindh at Kullan area of 
Central Kashmir’s Ganderbal district 
today. Police sources said that the 
body of one year old kid Wahid ah-
mad Sontra son of Mukhtar ahmad 
Sontra, a resident of rezan Gund 
was fished out from nallah Sindh by 
police and locals. all efforts to trace 
the toddler had  More On P6

Six injured in 
Budgam Bus accident
SriNaGar: at least six persons 
were injured when a passenger bus 
met with an accident in Ichgam 
village in central Kashmir’s Budgam 
district on Thursday.
Six passengers were injured when 
a bus bearing registration num-
ber JK01C -8138 turned turtle on 
road on way to raithan village 
of Khansahib from Srinagar near 
Ichgam, news agency KDC reported. 
The injured identified  More On P6

fake id card Maker 
held in Baramulla: police
SriNaGar: Police on Thursday 
claimed to have arrested a person 
for making fake ID cards in north 
Kashmir’s Baramulla district.
Javeed ahmad Malik of Dhobhiwan 
Kunzer was arrested by police on 
specific information regarding print-
ing and designing of fake identity 
cards of different departments, a 
police spokesperson said. Malik was 
operating a Photostat  More On P6
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Urban renaissance 
Happening in J&K, says Lg

mindful fridays
siLencing OUr cHiLdren: 
ascending Of abUse 
dUring cOVid-19 pandemic
The Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has 
posed catastrophic challenges to societies all.... 

Taking a major step towards making Jammu city more 
vibrant, citizen friendly and congestion free, Lieutenant 
Governor, Manoj Sinha today inaugurated the much...

The Jammu & Kashmir administration has devised a 
scheme for protection of livelihood of street vendors 
and regulation of vending in the Union Territory....

5News state3 7

gOVt tO UnVeiL scHeme fOr 
street VendOrs
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assembly 
polls in J&K 
Soon: BJp
Agencies

SrinAgAr: Bharatiya Janata 
Party (BJP) national General 
Secretary Tarun Chug Thursday 
said that Assembly polls will 
soon be held in the Union 
Territory of Jammu and Kashmir 
soon and the dates will be decid-
ed by the Election Commission 
of India (ECI).

Talking to reporters at the 
sideline of a function at BJP’s 
Srinagar headquarters, Chug 
said that he is of the belief that 
Assembly polls will be held 
soon in J&K.

“Assembly polls will be held 
soon after the delimitation process 
is over. J&K UT will have an elected 
government soon,” he said, adding 
as for the dates of polls, that was 
up to the ECI. “I think ECI will take 
a call on the dates of Assembly 
polls soon,” he said.

Asked whether statehood 
would be given to J&K UT, he 
evaded the query stating that 
it (statehood) will come at an 
appropriate time.   More On P6

....Lac STaLeMaTe

india Announces Breakthrough
China To Move Troops To Finger 8 Of Pangong Lake: Rajnath

J&K reports 
Two More 
covid-19 deaths
Press Trust Of india
 
SrinAgAr: Jammu and 
Kashmir on Thursday 
recorded 65 new posi-
tive cases, taking the 
tally to 1,25,117, even 
as two fresh deaths 
due to the virus were 
reported in the last 24 
hours, officials said.

Out of the fresh cases, 15 
were from Jammu division and 
50 from Kashmir division of the 
Union territory, they said.

The officials said Srinagar dis-
trict recorded the highest with 
20 cases, including nine travel-
lers.  More On 6

athar deputed 
To J&K from 
rajasthan
Press Trust Of india

JAiPur: Rajasthan cadre IAS of-
ficer Athar Aamir-ul-Shafi Khan 
will go to Jammu and Kashmir 
on deputation for a period of 
three years, according to a gov-
ernment relieving order.

Khan, who belongs to J-K, 
had married IAS officer Tina 
Dabi, who was the topper of 
the 2016 batch and the officer 
of the Rajasthan cadre, in 2018 
and they reportedly filed for di-
vorce in a family court here in 
November last year.

The state government re-
lieved Khan, an officer of the 
2016 batch,   More On P6

Mercury Dips in Kashmir
...BaNK fraud

ED Attaches Assets Worth 
rs 20 Cr Of J&K industrialist

Lg Seeks 'Qualitative improvement' 
in Kashmir univeristy Functioning

...uTTaraKhaNd TraGedy

Fate Of Kashmiri Engineer 
remains unknown

DC Cannot Suspend Tehsildar 
Without govt Approval: HC

uttarakhand glacier Burst Shifting Focus On Kashmir’s ‘Melting ice’
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Swati Joshi

KOLAHOI, the largest glacier in 
Kashmir and the fountainhead 
of two significant tributaries of 

River Jhelum - Lidder and Sindh - is 
melting rapidly.

A recent research paper 
has revealed that the 

largest glacier of 
Kashmir 

has further reduced in the area over 
three years.

The research compares the recent 
findings to that of a 2017 study.

“Kolahoi Glacier has rapidly re-
ceded due to climatic changes 
prevalent over the Kashmir region. 

The glacier 
has lost 

2 3 % 

area since 1962 and has fragmented 
into smaller parts,” revealed the pa-
per published in the International 
Journal of Environmental Research 
and Public Health.

Irfan Rashid, one of the authors 
of the research paper, told Kashmir 
Observer that aerosol concentra-
tion, especially black carbon,is 
among the highest re- p o r t e d 

from the 

Himalayan glaciated landscapes.
Black Carbon is organic carbon 

that is wind-driven and deposited 
on the glacier surface. It’s mostly 
from fossil fuel (automobiles, fac-
tories, brick kilns, etc) and firewood 
burning (charcoal making in au-
tumn, and hammams in winters).

On being asked about the local 
factors that have led to 

the rapid declining of the glacier in 
the valley, the assistant professor at 
the University of Kashmir said that 
tourism in Kashmir is one of the 
major factors in the rapid receding 
of the glaciers.

“The promotion of 
tourism in the alpine 
landscapes of  
More On P6

No change in 
policy on Jammu 
& Kashmir: uS

Press Trust Of india

WASHingTOn: The United 
States on Wednesday said that 
there is no change in its policy 
on Jammu and Kashmir.

“I want to be very clear 
there has been no change in 
US policy in the region,” State 
Department Spokesperson 

Ned Price told reporters in 
view of a tweet from the South 
and Central Asia Bureau of 
the State Department which 
welcomed the resumption of 
4G mobile internet in Jammu 
and Kashmir.

“We welcome the resump-
tion of 4G mobile internet in 
India’s Jammu   More On P6

Press Trust Of india

nEW DELHi: India and China 
have reached an agreement on 
disengagement in the North and 
South banks of Pangong lake 
in eastern Ladakh that man-
dates both sides to "cease" for-
ward deployment of troops in a 
"phased, coordinated and verifi-
able" manner, Defence Minister 
Rajnath Singh announced in 
Parliament on Thursday, in 
a breakthrough after a nine-
month border standoff.

Sharing details of the pact to 
defuse the tense military face-
off in eastern Ladakh that se-
verely strained ties between the 
two Asian giants, Singh also as-
sured the Rajya Sabha that India 
has not conceded anything in 
the sustained talks with China 
and it will not allow even an 

inch of its territory to be taken 
away by anyone.

A video shared by the Indian 
Army showed the pulling back 
of three tanks of the Chinese 
People's Liberation Army(PLA) 

and one by the Indian side from 
south of Pangong Tso besides 
brief shots of a meeting be-
tween troops of the two sides.

Official sources said with-
drawal of tanks  More On P6

No Traffic 
on highway 
Today

The Srinagar- Jammu highway will remain 
closed on Friday for traffic in view of the 
weekly maintenance and repair works, officials 

said Thursday. In a post put out on its  More On P6

Press Trust Of india

SrinAgAr: The minimum 
temperature in most parts 
of Kashmir dropped on 
Thursday, but there was some 
improvement in Srinagar, 
even as the MeT Office fore-
cast dry weather for the next 
few days, officials said.

Srinagar recorded 
a low of minus 0.4 
degrees Celsius last 
night, up from the 

previous night's minus 1.6 
degrees Celsius, they said.

Qazigund recorded a mini-
mum of minus 4.1 degrees 

Celsius, down from the 
previous night's low 
of minus 3.8 degrees 

Celsius, the officials said.
Pahalgam tourist re-

sort in south Kashmir, 
recorded a low of minus 
4.1 degrees Celsius, slight-
ly down from minus 4.0 
degrees  More On P6

Press Trust Of india

nEW DELHi: The Enforcement 
Directorate (ED) on Thursday 
said it has attached assets 
worth over Rs 20 crore of 
a Jammu and Kashmir-
based industrialist in 
an alleged loan fraud 
case involving the 
Bank of India (BoI).

The attached 
properties are 
in the name of 
Raj Kumar Gupta and 
they include 44 kanals and 
10 marlas of land located in 
Kartholi village of Samba 

district worth Rs 7.59 crore, 
and 491 kanals and 16 marlas 
of land in Pampore tehsil of 
Pulwama district that is worth 

Rs 12.66 crore.
The total value of the at-
tached properties is Rs 

20.25 crore, it said.
The ED said in a 

statement that the case 
pertains to siphoning of 

BoI funds worth Rs 
91.63 crore through 
companies linked to 

Gupta like Jhelum Infra 
Projects India Pvt Limited (Rs 
39.70 crore), Jhelum Industries 
(Rs 33.83 crore)   More On P6

Observer Monitoring Desk

JAMMu: Jammu and Kashmir 
Lieutenant Governor Manoj 
Sinha on Thursday asked the 
Kashmir university adminis-
tration to prepare a roadmap 
for bringing in qualitative im-
provement in the overall func-
tioning of the institution.

Chairing the 81st Kashmir 
university council meet at the 
Raj Bhavan here, Sinha called on 
academia to identify the chal-
lenges in the implementation 
of the National Education Policy 
2020 and prepare a plan accord-
ingly, thus making the higher 
education sector effective, re-
sult-oriented, and more vibrant.

The Lt Governor, who is 
also the chancellor of the uni-
versity, also directed the ad-
ministration to strengthen its 

research ecosystem, upgrade 
infrastructural facilities, and 
academic and research pro-
grammes with a special focus 
on most recent advancements. 
He sought a detailed report on 
the activities and initiatives 
launched by the varsity and ad-
vised it to take comprehensive 
measures for strengthening 

academic and research envi-
ronment in the varsity.

Talat Ahmad, Vice-
Chancellor, University of 
Kashmir apprised Sinha regard-
ing the various administrative, 
academic, financial, and exami-
nation related reforms and re-
search breakthroughs made by 
the varsity.  More On P6

Auqib Javeed

SrinAgAr: The fate of a 
Kashmiri engineer, who went 
missing after a glacier burst 
wreaked havoc in Uttarakhand 
on Sunday, remains unknown 
even as his family have joined 
the rescue operation to trace 
their loved one.

Basharat Ahmad Zargar, a res-
ident of Soura here, was work-
ing on a privately owned Rishi 
Ganga power project (130 Mw), 
which is on the upper stream 
of the Alaknanda river site and 
was the first to face the brunt of 
the avalanche.

“There is little hope that our 
brother can be alive, but miracles 
do happen,” Zargar’s brother Shabir 
Ahmad told Kashmir Observer 
from Uttarakhand on phone.

Besides Zargar, hundreds 
of people, including labourers 
went missing after a glacier 
break triggered a surge of water 
in the Alaknanda river system.

As soon as Zargar’s family 
heard about the incident, Ahmad 
along with his nephew Saliq 
Zargar embarked on the journey 
to trace his missing brother.

 “The rescue  More On P6

Agencies

SrinAgAr: Jammu and 
Kashmir High Court on 
Thursday quashed an order by 
Administrative Tribunal by vir-
tue of which it had rejected 
plea by Tehsildar Bari 
Brahmana, a KAS of-
ficer, who was placed 
under suspen-
sion by the Deputy 
C o m m i s s i o n e r 
Samba in 2019.

“We are of the view 
that the learned Tribunal 
has clearly erred in holding 
that the (Deputy Commissioner, 
Samba), had the requisite juris-
diction to place the petitioner 
(Qaiser Mehmood), a mem-
ber of the Jammu and Kashmir 
Administrative Service, under 
suspension, that too without 
approval of the competent 

authority in the Government,” a 
bench of Justices Ali Mohammad 
Magrey and Puneet Gupta said, 
adding, “ That being so, the order 
dated 3rd of February, 2021, as 
passed by the learned Tribunal, 

is set aside.”
The held that it is the 
appointing author-
ity or any authority to 
which it is subordinate 
or any other author-
ity empowered by the 

Government that has 
got the powers to place an 

employee under suspension 
where an inquiry into his conduct 
is contemplated or is pending or a 
complaint against him/ her of any 
criminal offence is under investi-
gation or trial.

“In the instant case, risking 
repetition, it must be noted that 
the Deputy Commissioner, ad-
mittedly, is not  More On P6
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Office Of The Assistant Regional 
Transport Office Baramulla 

HQ Sopore
 Notice

Whereas as joint application has 
been received from one Shri Ish-
rat Ara  D/W/O of SamI Rashdi 
R/o Sheikh Mohalla Mazbugh 

Sopore DIstrict Baramulla ( as tranferor ) and Shri 
Bashir Ahmad Ganie S/o AbduL Gani Gnai R/o Bul-
gam Sopore District Baramulla ( AS tranferee) for 
transfer of Vechicle type Alto 800 Bearing of route 
permit No Sharp covering vehcile No JK05 G 1381  
Having Hire Purchase Agreement with the Financer 
Namely ---
 Now It is notified for general information that ob-
jection if any to the proposed transfer as well as 
HIre Purchase Cancellation of the said vehicle shall 
be filled in writing in the office of the Assistant Re-
gional Transport officer sopore within a period  of of 
seven days from the publication of this notice 
 No: 1248  / arto/ BLA  

Sd/ Assistant Regional 
Transport Officer  Baramulla 

ams H. Q Sopore

aj j

Friday|12-02-2021
Monday - Saturday (9am - 6pm)
No 5- Dal Lake Boulevard Srinagar, 190001, Kashmir

BAZAR 
OBSERVER

AJ J

mcb

mcb

PUBLIC NOTICE
I have lost all documents of my vehicle Ford  Figoo bearing regd 
no: JK02AP 4990 somewhere. Now I have applied for the dupli-
cate of the same if anybody having any objection in this regard 
he/she may fiel his/her objection in the office of the RTO Sopore 
within a period of seven days from the date of publication of this 
notice. After that no objection shall b entertained.

 Shahid Mohammad Tara 
S/o Altaf Hussain Tara R/o Sopore

AMS

PUBLCI NOTICE
AFFIDAVIT

Duha Masoodi D/O Asif Ali Masoodi R/O Upper Soura, Srinagar , 
Kashmir, 190020, do hereby declare on oath as under
1. That I am the permanent residence of UT of J and K
2. That I have availed an Indian passport under passport no. 
F2803910 date of issue 18/01/2006 date of expiry 17-01-2011
3. that my name, surname and my mother’s name in the old pass-
port has been entered as Duha Asif Masoodi  instead of Duha 
Masoodi and mother’s name as Tabasum Kirmani instead of Taba-
sum Asif Masoodi .
4. That the actual true and correct particulars are as under :
Name:  Duha Masoodi
D/O:  Asif Ali Masoodi
Mother’s Name:  Tabasum Ali Masoodi
R/o: Upper Soura, Srinagar, Kashmir, 190020.  
5. That the Duha Asif Masoodi and Duha Masoodi is one and same 
person.
6. That the Tabasum Kirmani and Tabasum Asif Masoodi is one 
and the same person.
7. That the above statement is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge and in belief and in case anything proves false I am per-
sonally responsible for all the same.
8. That this affidavit shall serve as change in my name and caste 
in my passport.
9. Hence this affidavit is solicited for the necessary changes in the 
spelling in my name and caste in my passport.
     Deponent
Verification:

Verified on 09/02/2021 that the averment made in this affidavit 
are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and 
nothing has concealed therein.   
MZY Deponent

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT REGIONAL 
TRANSPORT OFFICER ANANTNAG

No.101/5051/MVD/ANG  Date:-11/02/2021

NOTICE
Whereas joint application has been re-
ceived by this office from Mr.Showkat 
Ahamd Hakeim S/O Abdul Rahman 
Hakiem R/O Pamposh Colony Bijbehara 
Anantnag(Party No.1st) as Transferor, 
(Seller) Owner of the Vehicle Bearing 
Regd. No.JK03G-2806(Commercial/ 

Non-Commercial) covering under R/P No.N/A. and Mr.Khalid Qa-
dri S/O Gh Qadir R/O Goriwan Bijbehara Anantnag(Party No.2nd) 
as Transferee (Purchaser) requesting for transfer of R/C & R/P of 
the above noted Vehicle from party No 1st and 2nd. And Cancella-
tion of hire purchase agreement with JK Bank Jablipora Bijbehara 
Anantnag. Before the case is disposed off on its merit, anybody 
have any objection regarding the proposed transfer Amy file his 
objection within (7) days from the publication of this notice to 
the office of the undersigned. No any representation / objection 
shall be entertained after stipulated period.

   Assistant Regional 
MJA Transport Officer Anantnag

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT REGIONAL 
TRANSPORT OFFICER ANANTNAG

No.101/5030/MVD/ANG  Date:-11/02/2021

NOTICE
Whereas joint application has 
been received by this office 
from Mr.Shah Wasil Bashir S/O 
Bashir Ahamd Shah R/O Bark-
pora Anantnag(Party No.1st) as 
Transferor, (Seller) Owner of the 

Vehicle Alto 800 Bearing Regd. No.JK03D-0398(Commercial/ 
Non-Commercial) covering under R/P No.N/A. and Mr.Sajad Ah-
mad Sheikh S/O Abdul Hamid Sheikh R/O Shehlipora Achabal 
Anantnag(Party No.2nd) as Transferee (Purchaser) requesting 
for transfer of R/C & R/P of the above noted Vehicle from party 
No 1st and 2nd. And Cancellation of hire purchase agreement with 
Nill. Before the case is disposed off on its merit, anybody have any 
objection regarding the proposed transfer Amy file his objection 
within (7) days from the publication of this notice to the office of 
the undersigned. No any representation / objection shall be en-
tertained after stipulated period.

   Assistant Regional 
MJA Transport Officer Anantnag

THE JAMMU AND KASHMIR STATE 
BOARD OF SCHOOL EDUCATION

SUB – OFFICE ANANTNAG
ATTENTION PLEASE

 
The Candidate whose Photograph is Pub-
lished in this notice is claiming to have 
LOST his /her Original Marks Certificate 
(s) of Class 10thIssued by BOSE Under 
Registration No.N16402960001 with fol-
lowing particulars:
Name:-SALMAN NISAR  
Parentage:-NISAR AHMAD MALIK
Residence:-HAKURA ANANTNAG 
Roll No. (s)  
1) Class 10th 1163268 Year & Session 2017 
Now the Candidate has applied for their duplicate. Anybody (if) 
having any objections in this regard may please file the same be-
fore the undersigned within (07) days from the date of publica-
tion of this notice .Besides the above referred Marks Certificate 
treated as cancelled.

Sd/
Assistant Secretary

mja Sub-Office Anantnag

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADMISSION TO M.ED PROGRAMME CUKAT-2020 
It is for the information of the all the concerned candidates who have 
earlier failed to submit  the online application forms for participating in 
CUKAT-2020-21 for M.Ed programme, that the link for applying for 
appearing in the entrance test to be conducted for admission to M.Ed 
programme shall reopen on 11th and 12th of February, 2021.  
The date for conduct of entrance test (CUKAT-2020-21) has been 
scheduled on 26th February, 2021 at 11.00 a.m to 01.00 p.m. at Central 
University of Kashmir, Green Campus Duderhama, Ganderbal. The 
candidate are requested to download their admit card from the 
University website www.cukashmir.ac.in from 17th February, 2021.   
For further details/Guidance candidates can also contact the Admission 
Section of the University on following phone numbers 7006209021, 
9149580738.                                                            Sd/-Prof. Parveen Pandit 
Dated:  10.02.2021                                   Director Admissions                                                                                                                  
No.  CUK/Acad/CUKAT-20/778/20/                                      
         

 

             CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF KASHMIR 
                  Green Campus, Ganderbal – 191201 (J&K)                  

 

 

 

 

2468357   
 
        
    

AJ J

AJ J
AJ J
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DIAL-EMMA

•	 TRAFFIC POLICE : 9419993745, 01998-266686
•	 PCR: 0194-2452092,2455883
•	 PDD: 0194-2450213
•	 FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES : 
 2479488,2452222,2452155
•	 CAPD: 18001807011
•	 SMC HEALTH OFFICER: 9469409081

AIRPORTS

SHIEK UL ALAM AIRPORT: 01942303311

RAILWAYS
•	 SRINAGAR: 0194-2103259
•	 ANANTNAG: 01932-228243
•	 BARAMULLA: 0194-102029
•	 BIJBHERA: 01932-228243
•	 PAMPORE: 01933-294132
•	 PATTAN: 01954-293507
•	 QAZIGUND: 01951-296153

HIGHWAY STATUS
•	 Sgrr-Jammu highway - (Closed)

•	 Mughal Road - (Closed)
•	 Srinagar- Leh- (Closed)

This Day in History
•	 1502  - Muslims in Granada forced to convert to 

Catholicism
•	 1502 Vasco da Gama sets sail from Lisbon, 

Portugal on his second voyage to India
•	 1528  - Treaty of Dordrecht between emperor & 

ecclesiastical power
•	 1700 -  The Great Northern War begins in 

Northern Europe between Denmark–Norway, 
Saxony and Russia and the Swedish Empire.

•	 1818 - Chile gains independence from Spain.
•	 1832  - Ecuador annexes Galapagos Islands
•	 1861 -  State troops seize US munitions in 

Napoleon, Arkansas, during the US Civil War
•	  1886 -  2nd British government of Salisbury forms
•	 1912 -  The last Qing Emperor of China, Puyi 

abdicates after losing the support of the 
Chinese people and thus the mandate of heaven

•	 1915 -  Adolf Hitler receives the relatively common 
Iron Cross second class for bravery in World War I

•	 1921  - Winston Churchill becomes British 
Minister of Colonies

•	 1934  - The four-day February Uprising, 
sometimes called the Austrian Civil War, begins.

•	 1935 -  Great airship, USS Macon, crashes into 
Pacific Ocean

•	  1953  - USSR breaks relations with Israel
•	 1954 -  The UK government establishes an 

organisation to control atomic energy in the 
country under The Atomic Energy Authority Bill

•	 1955 McGuire Sisters' "Sincerely" single goes #1 
& stays #1 for 10 weeks

•	 1955 President Eisenhower sends 1st US 
advisors to South Vietnam

•	 1955  - Soviets decides space center built in 
Baikonur, Kazakhstan

•	 1960  - Chinese army kills 12 Indian soldiers
•	 1964 -  Fighting breaks out between Turks and 

Greeks over dispute islands in Cyprus and 16 are 
killed; the UN responds the following month by 
sending a peacekeeping force

•	 1965 -  Nuclear test at Pacific Ocean
•	 1974  - Heads of state of Algeria, Egypt, Syria, 

and Saudi Arabia discuss oil strategy in view of 
the progress in Arab-Israeli disengagement

•	 1979  - Kosmos 1076, 1st Soviet oceanographic 
satellite, launched

•	 1979  - Bakhtiar resigns as prime minister of Iran 
after losing support of the military

•	 1982  - US performs nuclear test at Nevada 
Test Site

•	  1985  - West Indies beat Australia 2-1 to win 
cricket's World Series Cup (Australian Tri-Series)

•	 1991 -  Iceland recognizes Lithuania's 
independence

•	 1994 -  XVII Winter Olympic Games opens in 
Lillehammer, Norway

•	 1998 -  Intel unveils its 1st graphics chip i740
•	 1999  - US President Bill Clinton acquitted by 

the Senate in his impeachment trial
•	 2001  - NEAR Shoemaker spacecraft touchdown 

in the "saddle" region of 433 Eros becoming the 
first spacecraft to land on an asteroid.
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India, Pakistan May 
Conduct Nuclear Tests: US

 Agencies

WASHINGTON US intel¬ligence chiefs have warned that they 
could not rule out new nuclear tests by India and Pakistan and 
pointed to an "unacceptably high" risk of war between the 
two countries.

George Tenet, director of the CIA, said in pre¬pared testimo-
ny to the sen¬ate intelligence committee that an escalation of 
the race for nuclear superior¬ity on the subcontinent could 
not be ruled out "We still believe there is a good prospect of 
another round of nuclear tests,” said Tenet. "I must report that 
relations between India and Pakistan remain volatile, making 
the risk of war between the two nuclear-armed adversaries 
unacceptably high," Tenet said.

MILITARY BALANCE FAVOURS INDIA 
The military balance in South Asia favours India against 

Pakistan in most areas of conventional de¬fence prepared-
ness, mak¬ing Islamabad rely on nu¬clear weapons for 
deter¬rence, Tenet told the Senate Committee.

He said the “military balance in which India enjoys advan-
tages over Pakistan in most areas of conventional defence pre-
paredness re¬mains the same. This in-cludes a decisive advan-
tage in fighter aircraft, almost twice as many men under arms, 
and a much larger economy to support defence expenditures.

Pakistan relies heavily on its nuclear weapons for deter-
rence. Their deep-seated rivalry, frequent ar¬tillery exchang-
es in Kash¬mir, and short flight times for nuclear-capable 
ballistic missiles and aircraft, all contribute to an unstable 
nuclear deterrence."

Tenet said that Kash¬mir is at the centre of the dispute be-
tween India and Pakistan. Nuclear deter¬rence and the like-
lihood that a conventional war would bog down both sides 
argue against a decision to go to war. "But both sides seem 
quite willing to take risks over Kashmir in particular, and this   
along with their deep animosity and distrust - could lead to 
decisions that escalate tensions.” 

  (KASHMIR OBSERVER, 12 February, 2001)
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Govt To Unveil Scheme 
For Street Vendors
Sets -Up Eligibility Criteria For Issuance Of Vending Certificates

Agencies

SRINAGAR: The Jammu & Kash-
mir administration has devised 
a scheme for protection of liveli-
hood of street vendors and regu-
lation of vending in the Union 
Territory.

The scheme will be rolled out 
under the Street Vendors (Protec-
tion of Livelihood and Regulation 
of Street Vending) Act, 2014, a lo-
cal news gathering agency KNO 
reported.

The scheme will be applicable 
to all the municipal bodies/Mu-
nicipalities in the Union Territory 
of Jammu and Kashmir from the 
date as may be notified by the 
government in the official gazette.

As per its guidelines, the town 
vending committee of the con-
cerned urban local body such as 
municipal corporation or munici-
pal council shall conduct the sur-
vey of street vendors itself or get 
it done through suitable agencies.

The survey should be conduct-
ed to identify all existing street 
vendors within the area of its 

jurisdiction and the natural mar-
kets developed over the years by 
holding a spot verification.

The survey shall also record 
the identity of the street vendor, 
whether the vendor is a mobile 
vendor or a stationary vendor of 
a lane, sidewalk, footpath, pave-
ment, public park or in any other 
public place or private area.

According to the scheme guide-
lines, a person shall be eligible for 
grant of certificate of vending if 
he is a citizen of India and has no 
other means of livelihood except 

street vending.
He shall also have completed the 

age of eighteen years or such other 
age as the government may prescribe.

The documents further state 
that the town vending commit-
tee shall fix vending fees de-
pending on the footfall of the 
area but such fees shall be as 
prescribed by the government 
from time to time.

“Every year ten per cent fees shall 
be increased. The municipality may 
collect vending fees annually if it 
deems fit,” reads the documents.

CITY CENTER LAL CHOWK downed shutters on the 37th death anniversary of JKLF founder, Maqbool Bhat. KO Photo Abid Bhat

Engineers Seek Restoration 
Of SHG Scheme

NWC Chief 
Interacts With 
NGOs Working For 
Womens Welfare 
In Srinagar

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: Chairperson, National Wom-
en’s Commission (NWC), Rekha Sharma, 
on Thursday held an interactive meeting 
with NGOs working towards the welfare 
of women from various parts of Kashmir 
Valley here at Banquet Hall.

The meeting was organized by the State 
Resource Centre for Women, Social Wel-
fare Department J&K Government.

On the occasion, the Chairperson NWC 
emphasized on focused attention towards 
the welfare of women by conducting out-
reach programmes to equip them of their 
rights and the legal recourse to combat 
crimes against them. She also underscored 
the need for changing the mindset of the 
society and the law enforcement agencies 
for effective resolution of womens issues.

Rekha also stressed on proper execution 
of women-centric schemes of the govern-
ment, besides taking stock of the function-
ing of One Stop Centres functioning in the 
valley. She also held one-to-one interac-
tion with NGO members and received first 
hand appraisal about their role in mitigat-
ing problems faced by women.

Earlier, Specialist Gender (SRCW), Sa-
meena Mir gave a brief about the working 
of SRCW in Kashmir Division.

Councilor, NWC, Neha Mahajan Gupta, 
Specialist Gender, State Resource Centre 
(SRCW) for Women, Sameena Mir and 
others concerned, besides representa-
tives of various Government registered 
NGOs were present in the meeting.

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: The Engineers who 
were engaged under the ‘Self 
Help Group of Engineers Scheme’ 
(SHGES) on Thursday demanded 
revocation of the Government 
order under which the scheme 
was abolished last year.

Addressing a press confer-
ence here, Pervez Safvi state 
head of the Self Help Group 
Engineers’ Association (SH-
GEA) said that while the Gov-
ernment is making tall claims 
of employing the youth, at the 
same they are depriving many 
of them of their jobs.

The SHG scheme was 
launched by the then Peoples 
Democratic Party (PDP) gov-
ernment 2003. It was an alter-
native to regular employment 
for unemployed engineering 
graduates in the region. The 
scheme reserved 30% of the 
total jobs in construction and 
upgradation of infrastructure 
work in various government 
departments and corpora-
tions, for these groups.

However on August 10 last 

year, the governor administra-
tion abolished the SHGs, leaving 
hundreds of engineers jobless.

“We tried to approach every-
one, including LG but no one is 
willing to meet us,” Pervaiz said.

“What is being done is ironic 
as the laying down of guidelines 
for the scheme took at least 8 
years and the scheme was abol-
ished in a jiffy; our families are 
on the verge of starvation while 
we don't have any means to 
earn our livelihood.”

Notably, the Government 
has constituted a committee 
in this regard 4 months ago; 
however, after 2 meetings 
of the committee headed by 
the Advisor R.R. Bhatnagar, 
the engineers said, nothing 
worthwhile has come out of it.

“The committee had sought 
reports from the concerned de-
partments which has applauded 
the work that we have been do-
ing under the scheme for more 
than 20 years, but we see noth-
ing coming out of it,” he said.

Jobless engineers appealed 
to PM Modi and sought resto-
ration of the scheme.

PUBLIC NOTICE 
My date of birth has been wrongly written in school 
records as 13-04-2005 while my correct Date of birth 
is 13-04-2003 which needs immediate correction . If 
anybody having any objection n this regard he/she may 
file his/her objection  in the office fo the Government 
Boys Higher Secondary School Handwara  within a 
period of seven days from the date of publication of this 
notice. After that no objection shall be entertained. 

Fayaz Ahmed Gujri 
Son Of Abdul Raheem Gujri 

R/O Machhipura 
Correct Dob    13-04-2003

FILE PHOTO
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F
ORTY-eight years after the 1971 war, which led to the in-
dependence of Bangladesh, each country involved in the 
conflict has institutionalised a distinct memory of the 
events of that year. In Bangladesh, the war is remem-

bered as the Bengali people's struggle against an oppressive 
Pakistan army.

In India and Pakistan, the war is often remembered as the 
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Striking at Roots

S
OCIETAL TRENDS guided by the political elite have shorn
the teaching profession of its status and sanctity, turning it
into just another vocation with little to distinguish it from,
say, hawking garments on the streets. The adventurous, glam-

orous and challenging enterprise of kindling, illuminating and en-
lightening tender young minds has become a lack-lustre and
uninspiring activity devoid of its sorely-needed spirit, mainly be-
cause successive leaderships (if they deserve that name) have been
too occupied with other, more lucrative, concerns to bother about
what is the corner-stone of the well-being of a people. This has had
a direct bearing on the condition of schools and their performance.

By an ironic twist of circumstance, the teaching profession has
been for long, the last resort of the capable and the destination of
choice for those who are unable to fit in anywhere else. When the
screening process for entry into this field - on which the entire social
edifice rests - should have been highly stringent, it had largely be-
come a hit- and-trial exercise with the barest minimum regard for
talent, skill and temperament.

Having been active partners in ruining the state-run school sys-
tem, the ruling classes now abdicate all responsibility by dumping
the educational sector into the private lap. This is seen in the lavish
support to fashionable and prohibitively expensive private schools
and the mushrooming of lesser copycats who are making a finan-
cial killing in the absence of a dependable and affordable public
structure. It is nothing short of a scandal that parents should avoid
sending their wards to government schools on account of the latter’s
dismal record, and prefer seedy and crowded private options no
matter how mercenary they are.

Students cleared by the state-run school system in Kashmir
often barely make the grade in rudimentary literacy, particularly in
rural and remote areas. This is sought to be cloaked by the perfor-
mance of a handful of private schools, with no thought for the
colossal amounts spent on running a vast network of under-per-
forming institutions. Howsoever sound the system may appear on
paper, on the ground it is as rickety and run-down as the school
houses spread all over rural Kashmir chronically starved of staff and
proper equipment. Reports of under-manned schools, particularly
at the primary level, are a routine feature such areas, while insti-
tutes in the city appear to bursting at the seams with needless
staff, Schools in far-flung areas function at the sweet discretion of
their often lone teachers, and instances of just one or two tutors
handling multiple classes and hundreds of students are common.
The standards of such schools and the education they impart can
well be imagined.

The situation has been allowed to drift for far too long in the
hope that with time the growing, engineered preference for pri-
vate schools would phase the government system out of existence.
It remains to be seen how well measures taken in desperation, like
recruitments scrounged in haste,  are able to turn the tide for soci-
ety, particularly low-income, rural and agrarian classes for whom
state-run schools were the mainstay of hope.

O T H E R  O P I N I O N.....................................................................................

THE PAKISTAN women’s cricket team’s visit
to India for the World Cup has turned into

a security and logistical nightmare. First, the
team could not go to Mumbai, where its
matches were originally scheduled, after the
Shiv Sena started issuing its usual threats
against visiting Pakistani teams.

Now, hotels at the alternative venue of
Cuttack and neighbouring city
Bhubaneshwar have refused lodging to our
players out of fear.

Our cricketers now have to play this all-im-
portant tournament under virtual house ar-
rest, with their accommodation being pro-
vided at the clubhouse of the stadium in
which all their matches will be played. Every
other team will be staying in five-star hotels.

Discrimination Against Cricketers
N O  H O L D S  B A R R E D.................................................................................................
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VIEWPOINT

This discrimination is undoubtedly unfair
and puts our team at a significant disadvan-
tage. The team has been conciliatory about
its treatment but the International Cricket
Council (ICC) should take note of this.

International teams have refused to visit
Pakistan over justified security fears. It seems,
however, that if we simply put international
teams at clubhouses in stadiums and refuse
to let them go anywhere else, the security
problem would apparently be solved.

No country, of course, would accept such
conditions to play cricket in Pakistan. Yet, our
women cricketers are expected to put up with
this in India. Additionally, the final of the
tournament is supposed to be held in
Mumbai. India needs to explain how our crick-

eters will be able to stay in Mumbai in the
current climate if we reach the final.

The ICC also needs to consider if India should
be allowed to hold multi-nation tourna-
ments at a time when it can’t guarantee safety
of all players.

It is now too late to reschedule the World
Cup and our pulling out of the tournament
in protest will only heighten tensions. We
should make clear that we are only playing
under duress and that such conditions are
unacceptable if any of our sportspersons tour
India again. Instead of appeasing the anti-
Pakistan extremists, the Indian government
must ensure the safety and comfort of our
players.

-EXPRESS TRIBUNE

NILOOFAR QURESHI

Kashmir’s Fate is Just Consequential!
DEAR EDITOR,

I would like to comment on the
letter, written by one Shoaib Bhat,
Kashmir Observer, Jan 22, titled, "Who
is Responsible For LoC Killings?" I
must say to Shoaib that, you seem to
know a lot.

If it is true, there should be
investigation and appropriate action
taken against those who provoked
peace and created this environment

of mistrust. Could you also tell us who
beheaded and mutilated the bodies of
the Indian soldiers? This should not
have happened in any case.

UN roles in Kashmir has been
minimised post 1971 for India. It is
just symbolic now.

It seems that the United Nations
has not played any role in this sector
for a long time. In my view, it is more
a political point on part of both these

countries, one wanting to and the
other avoiding its role in Kashmir.

It is not in the interest of any of
two countries India and Pakistan to
indulge in any misadventure here or
anywhere.

No one should man Kargil or other
higher reaches, the rough terrain and
all this is in the extreme frigid cold
and hostile environment. The military
on both sides should be minimised but

there is something that seems to
invite and incite the elements to
Kashmir. It is part of the history of the
sub-continent.

We need to overcome it for our
eternal peace. Unfortunately,
Kashmir's fate is just consequential!

Shoaib, keep writing and stay safe.
Khuda Hafez!

-VORSHAL
Via: email

FOR THOSE WHO HAD
PLACED THEIR BETS ON
‘AMAN KI ASHA’, 2013 HAS
CERTAINLY BROUGHT
BAD NEWS. BUT AREN’T
THEY THEMSELVES TO BE
BLAMED FOR EXPECTING
THE IMPOSSIBLE?

A LONG WAY TO GO

EXPECTING THAT the
venom of hatred infused
into their people over the
years by the leaders on
both sides could easily

and quickly be remedied merely by
the antidote of ‘Confidence Build-
ing Measures’ (CBMs) while they
themselves  continue to foster an en-
vironment of mutual mistrust!

The reaction of New Delhi and
Islamabad to the recent incidents on
the LoC serves as a grim reminder
that the basic philosophy of ‘build-
ing bridges’ through CBM initiatives
by increasing ‘people to people’ con-
tact is flawed.

Flawed, not because the concept
in itself is wrong, but because the
leaders themselves don’t seem to be
interested in setting an example by
displaying confidence in each other.
Though, both countries are now
showing some sanity in their deal-
ings, the damage done to the pre-
carious bilateral relationship between
the two by irresponsible statements
like “there can be no business as
usual” and “war mongering” has

undone whatever little may have
been achieved by the CBMs.

However, despite both sides re-
iterating that the bilateral ties had not
been derailed, the recent turn of
events suggest otherwise. New
Delhi, suddenly like a bolt out of the
blue, raked up the
issue of the rel-
evance of the UN
Military Observer
G r o u p
(UNMOGIP) on
the LoC in Jammu
and Kashmir.

Declaring that
“UNMOGIP’s role
has been over-
taken by the
Shimla Agreement
of 1972 between
India and Paki-
stan, signed by
the Heads of the
two governments
and ratified by
their respective
parliaments,” the
Indian representa-
tive suggested its
termination.

As expected,
Pakistan strongly
denounced New
Delhi’s contention
by saying that no
bilateral agree-
ment between the
two nations had
“overtaken or affected” the role or
legality of the UNMOGIP.

New Delhi initiated the
UNMOGIP debate under the garb of
better spending of resources allo-

cated for the Observer Group else-
where in difficult economic times.

However, as expected, this
‘noble’ proposition with fiscal import
failed to cut any ice as the issue un-
der discussion was an open debate
on peacekeeping and not on auster-

ity measures.
Why New

Delhi decided to
deviate from its
age-old policy of
‘letting the sleep-
ing dogs lie’ to
bring up the
UNMOGIP issue
and the timing it
chose to do so,
defies compre-
hension.  So,
while nothing
came out of this
debate, old
wounds were re-
opened and
normalisation of
the bilateral ties
between New
Delhi and
Islamabad has
taken yet another
body blow.

Islamabad too
seems to be itch-
ing for a chance
to ‘take on’ New
Delhi. Just a day
after the Jamaat-
ud-Dawa Chief,

Hafiz Saeed offered ‘asylum’ to
Bollywood star Sharukh Khan, Paki-
stani Interior Minister Rehman Malik
too joined in by saying that though
Sharukh Khan “is a born Indian and

he would like to remain Indian, but I
will request the government of India
(to) please provide him security.”

Not content with his ‘request’ to
the Government of India, Malik went
on to appeal to the Indian public that,
“I would like to request all Indian
brothers and sisters and all those
who are talking in a negative way
about Shah Rukh, they should know
he is a movie star."

While New Delhi may be an-
noyed at Malik’s ‘request’, the
people of India will perhaps remain
ever grateful to the Pakistani Inte-
rior Minister for enlightening them
with the fact that Shahrukh Khan is
“a movie star!”

Can bilateral ties between India
and Pakistan improve if Pakistan
agrees that the UNMOGIP is not re-
quired any longer in J&K and India
reciprocates by providing Shahrukh
Khan ‘Z’ category security?

Though the recent exchanges be-
tween New Delhi and Islamabad may
bring a whiff of humour into our lives,
the dismal future of the bilateral rela-
tions, which the present ‘line of en-
gagement’ portends, is disquieting
and sends shivers down the spine.

It is high time that leaders of both
countries stop behaving like school-
children and remedy the serious
‘foot-in-the- mouth’ disease, which
seems to have afflicted them. Till this
happens, ‘Aman ki Asha’ will remain
a distant dream and bilateral rela-
tions will become another ‘comedy
circus’!

NILOOFAR QURESHI is based in New Delhi and
can be reached at: niloofar.qureshi@yahoo.com

DEAR EDITOR,
Apropos news, ‘AFSPA Immu-

nity For Forces’ Sex Crimes Must
End’, Kashmir Observer, January
28, I want to say that we the
people of Kashmir appreciate
what Dr.Kiran Bedi said but who
has to initiate the action.

It is India who has to take the
action, but this country is never
ready to bother for innocent

killings and heinous crimes
committed by its army and such
all other agencies that too with
the help of Indian puppets of
Kashmiri origin.

-M. R. BABA
Via: email

‘IN CONCLUSION’ was a favourite
phrase of a teacher of mine — a man of scien-
tific qualification; a man who looked at you
and perceived atoms and molecules. Mr P, let’s
call him, for he very well may still be alive
monitoring the masses that passed through
his hands.

It was the Sixties, of course. The Hippie
Movement was winking naughtily from out-
side classroom windows, “Come out and taste
the freedom!”

The band Uriah Heep did indeed sing,
plaintively, Free Me, which may well have
been the anthem of many a classroom bound
schoolboy of that time.

It was also still the Years of Collusion —
between teacher and parent to ensure at all
cost that Johnny put his head down peered
into the laboratory microscope and averted
his gaze from the classroom windows. The
world outside can wait, a good education
couldn’t.

Tired of Thinking? Come to a Conclusion
If he were a cricketer — which I rather

doubt since he possessed not one jot of cricket
vocabulary in his speech — but if he were a
cricketer Mr P would have been categorised
as an all rounder. This is because he was three
science teachers rolled into one. He taught
Physics, Chemistry and when the frogs were
plentiful he was found in the
Biology rooms giving lessons
on dissection which non-bi-
ology-inclined ones like my-
self found hard to stomach,
especially the drawing of
blood or the severing of flesh in order to peer
at the undercoating and the insides.

“One has to have a stomach for these
things,” Mr P would instruct, directing his
words at the ones who’d gone a whiter shade
of pale and generally stood in the back rows
at the dissecting table so they missed a good
deal of what was going on.
PREPARING TO FACE LIFE: “Life is going to
toss things at you that are a lot harder to take,
so get used to it. In any case, you have to do it
yourself come exam time. It carries a good deal

of marks, remember.”
This generally got the ashen-faced ones

moving a few feet forward in a determined
effort to overcome their resisting wills.

Chemistry periods were about tables
with cryptic symbols and water that changed
colour magically with the introduction of dif-

ferent powders. I once remem-
ber naively being drawn into
taking a deep sniff from a
bottle of chlorine that nearly
took my sinuses for a walk
right out of my body.

Physics was about equations, balance
and sticking pins in paper while trying to
trace angles of reflection and refraction
through a thick glass slab.

Most things in Mr P’s class started out as
premises before gradually working their way
through a series of reasoning stages to a finely
drawn conclusion.

Dispute that, he’d say, pointing to a
solved equation on the blackboard. Of course,
who could? Especially who could who had his
head wrapped around other notions — those

of total freedom to pursue the pathways of
one’s own mind, frolic in the fields of an idyl-
lic nature and dream of writing lines that
rhymed and described life in a more natural
way — a way that had nothing to do with
science?

A young man dreaming is how I come to
view my school reports of that day and age
when I glance at them occasionally these
days yellowing in a plastic sleeve. Mr P obvi-
ously had a kind heart too for his marks
awarded to me in their own scientific way
reflect a kindness.

If the dissecting of a frog taught me any-
thing it pointed me in the direction of veg-
etarianism and a kindness to all animals great
and small. Science provided me with an in-
sight into laterality. That is, you could be
seated in the lap of science and be totally at
ease contemplating poetry.

Science didn’t care because ultimately it
seems everything is relative. There is no end,
no conclusion to be drawn because like some
wise person once said, “A conclusion is the
place where you got tired of thinking.”

KEVIN MARTIN

LIFE IN A
CLASSROOM OF

THE SIXTIES

Why New Delhi
decided to deviate from

its age-old policy of
‘letting the sleeping

dogs lie’ to bring up the
UNMOGIP issue and

the timing it chose
to do so, defies

comprehension. So,
while nothing came out

of this debate, old
wounds were reopened
and normalisation of

the bilateral ties
between New Delhi
and Islamabad has

taken yet another body
blow. Islamabad too

seems to be itching for
a chance to ‘take
on’ New Delhi.

Hail Kiran Bedi
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Striking at Roots

S
OCIETAL TRENDS guided by the political elite have shorn
the teaching profession of its status and sanctity, turning it
into just another vocation with little to distinguish it from,
say, hawking garments on the streets. The adventurous, glam-

orous and challenging enterprise of kindling, illuminating and en-
lightening tender young minds has become a lack-lustre and
uninspiring activity devoid of its sorely-needed spirit, mainly be-
cause successive leaderships (if they deserve that name) have been
too occupied with other, more lucrative, concerns to bother about
what is the corner-stone of the well-being of a people. This has had
a direct bearing on the condition of schools and their performance.

By an ironic twist of circumstance, the teaching profession has
been for long, the last resort of the capable and the destination of
choice for those who are unable to fit in anywhere else. When the
screening process for entry into this field - on which the entire social
edifice rests - should have been highly stringent, it had largely be-
come a hit- and-trial exercise with the barest minimum regard for
talent, skill and temperament.

Having been active partners in ruining the state-run school sys-
tem, the ruling classes now abdicate all responsibility by dumping
the educational sector into the private lap. This is seen in the lavish
support to fashionable and prohibitively expensive private schools
and the mushrooming of lesser copycats who are making a finan-
cial killing in the absence of a dependable and affordable public
structure. It is nothing short of a scandal that parents should avoid
sending their wards to government schools on account of the latter’s
dismal record, and prefer seedy and crowded private options no
matter how mercenary they are.

Students cleared by the state-run school system in Kashmir
often barely make the grade in rudimentary literacy, particularly in
rural and remote areas. This is sought to be cloaked by the perfor-
mance of a handful of private schools, with no thought for the
colossal amounts spent on running a vast network of under-per-
forming institutions. Howsoever sound the system may appear on
paper, on the ground it is as rickety and run-down as the school
houses spread all over rural Kashmir chronically starved of staff and
proper equipment. Reports of under-manned schools, particularly
at the primary level, are a routine feature such areas, while insti-
tutes in the city appear to bursting at the seams with needless
staff, Schools in far-flung areas function at the sweet discretion of
their often lone teachers, and instances of just one or two tutors
handling multiple classes and hundreds of students are common.
The standards of such schools and the education they impart can
well be imagined.

The situation has been allowed to drift for far too long in the
hope that with time the growing, engineered preference for pri-
vate schools would phase the government system out of existence.
It remains to be seen how well measures taken in desperation, like
recruitments scrounged in haste,  are able to turn the tide for soci-
ety, particularly low-income, rural and agrarian classes for whom
state-run schools were the mainstay of hope.

O T H E R  O P I N I O N.....................................................................................

THE PAKISTAN women’s cricket team’s visit
to India for the World Cup has turned into

a security and logistical nightmare. First, the
team could not go to Mumbai, where its
matches were originally scheduled, after the
Shiv Sena started issuing its usual threats
against visiting Pakistani teams.

Now, hotels at the alternative venue of
Cuttack and neighbouring city
Bhubaneshwar have refused lodging to our
players out of fear.

Our cricketers now have to play this all-im-
portant tournament under virtual house ar-
rest, with their accommodation being pro-
vided at the clubhouse of the stadium in
which all their matches will be played. Every
other team will be staying in five-star hotels.

Discrimination Against Cricketers
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VIEWPOINT

This discrimination is undoubtedly unfair
and puts our team at a significant disadvan-
tage. The team has been conciliatory about
its treatment but the International Cricket
Council (ICC) should take note of this.

International teams have refused to visit
Pakistan over justified security fears. It seems,
however, that if we simply put international
teams at clubhouses in stadiums and refuse
to let them go anywhere else, the security
problem would apparently be solved.

No country, of course, would accept such
conditions to play cricket in Pakistan. Yet, our
women cricketers are expected to put up with
this in India. Additionally, the final of the
tournament is supposed to be held in
Mumbai. India needs to explain how our crick-

eters will be able to stay in Mumbai in the
current climate if we reach the final.

The ICC also needs to consider if India should
be allowed to hold multi-nation tourna-
ments at a time when it can’t guarantee safety
of all players.

It is now too late to reschedule the World
Cup and our pulling out of the tournament
in protest will only heighten tensions. We
should make clear that we are only playing
under duress and that such conditions are
unacceptable if any of our sportspersons tour
India again. Instead of appeasing the anti-
Pakistan extremists, the Indian government
must ensure the safety and comfort of our
players.

-EXPRESS TRIBUNE

NILOOFAR QURESHI

Kashmir’s Fate is Just Consequential!
DEAR EDITOR,

I would like to comment on the
letter, written by one Shoaib Bhat,
Kashmir Observer, Jan 22, titled, "Who
is Responsible For LoC Killings?" I
must say to Shoaib that, you seem to
know a lot.

If it is true, there should be
investigation and appropriate action
taken against those who provoked
peace and created this environment

of mistrust. Could you also tell us who
beheaded and mutilated the bodies of
the Indian soldiers? This should not
have happened in any case.

UN roles in Kashmir has been
minimised post 1971 for India. It is
just symbolic now.

It seems that the United Nations
has not played any role in this sector
for a long time. In my view, it is more
a political point on part of both these

countries, one wanting to and the
other avoiding its role in Kashmir.

It is not in the interest of any of
two countries India and Pakistan to
indulge in any misadventure here or
anywhere.

No one should man Kargil or other
higher reaches, the rough terrain and
all this is in the extreme frigid cold
and hostile environment. The military
on both sides should be minimised but

there is something that seems to
invite and incite the elements to
Kashmir. It is part of the history of the
sub-continent.

We need to overcome it for our
eternal peace. Unfortunately,
Kashmir's fate is just consequential!

Shoaib, keep writing and stay safe.
Khuda Hafez!

-VORSHAL
Via: email

FOR THOSE WHO HAD
PLACED THEIR BETS ON
‘AMAN KI ASHA’, 2013 HAS
CERTAINLY BROUGHT
BAD NEWS. BUT AREN’T
THEY THEMSELVES TO BE
BLAMED FOR EXPECTING
THE IMPOSSIBLE?

A LONG WAY TO GO

EXPECTING THAT the
venom of hatred infused
into their people over the
years by the leaders on
both sides could easily

and quickly be remedied merely by
the antidote of ‘Confidence Build-
ing Measures’ (CBMs) while they
themselves  continue to foster an en-
vironment of mutual mistrust!

The reaction of New Delhi and
Islamabad to the recent incidents on
the LoC serves as a grim reminder
that the basic philosophy of ‘build-
ing bridges’ through CBM initiatives
by increasing ‘people to people’ con-
tact is flawed.

Flawed, not because the concept
in itself is wrong, but because the
leaders themselves don’t seem to be
interested in setting an example by
displaying confidence in each other.
Though, both countries are now
showing some sanity in their deal-
ings, the damage done to the pre-
carious bilateral relationship between
the two by irresponsible statements
like “there can be no business as
usual” and “war mongering” has

undone whatever little may have
been achieved by the CBMs.

However, despite both sides re-
iterating that the bilateral ties had not
been derailed, the recent turn of
events suggest otherwise. New
Delhi, suddenly like a bolt out of the
blue, raked up the
issue of the rel-
evance of the UN
Military Observer
G r o u p
(UNMOGIP) on
the LoC in Jammu
and Kashmir.

Declaring that
“UNMOGIP’s role
has been over-
taken by the
Shimla Agreement
of 1972 between
India and Paki-
stan, signed by
the Heads of the
two governments
and ratified by
their respective
parliaments,” the
Indian representa-
tive suggested its
termination.

As expected,
Pakistan strongly
denounced New
Delhi’s contention
by saying that no
bilateral agree-
ment between the
two nations had
“overtaken or affected” the role or
legality of the UNMOGIP.

New Delhi initiated the
UNMOGIP debate under the garb of
better spending of resources allo-

cated for the Observer Group else-
where in difficult economic times.

However, as expected, this
‘noble’ proposition with fiscal import
failed to cut any ice as the issue un-
der discussion was an open debate
on peacekeeping and not on auster-

ity measures.
Why New

Delhi decided to
deviate from its
age-old policy of
‘letting the sleep-
ing dogs lie’ to
bring up the
UNMOGIP issue
and the timing it
chose to do so,
defies compre-
hension.  So,
while nothing
came out of this
debate, old
wounds were re-
opened and
normalisation of
the bilateral ties
between New
Delhi and
Islamabad has
taken yet another
body blow.

Islamabad too
seems to be itch-
ing for a chance
to ‘take on’ New
Delhi. Just a day
after the Jamaat-
ud-Dawa Chief,

Hafiz Saeed offered ‘asylum’ to
Bollywood star Sharukh Khan, Paki-
stani Interior Minister Rehman Malik
too joined in by saying that though
Sharukh Khan “is a born Indian and

he would like to remain Indian, but I
will request the government of India
(to) please provide him security.”

Not content with his ‘request’ to
the Government of India, Malik went
on to appeal to the Indian public that,
“I would like to request all Indian
brothers and sisters and all those
who are talking in a negative way
about Shah Rukh, they should know
he is a movie star."

While New Delhi may be an-
noyed at Malik’s ‘request’, the
people of India will perhaps remain
ever grateful to the Pakistani Inte-
rior Minister for enlightening them
with the fact that Shahrukh Khan is
“a movie star!”

Can bilateral ties between India
and Pakistan improve if Pakistan
agrees that the UNMOGIP is not re-
quired any longer in J&K and India
reciprocates by providing Shahrukh
Khan ‘Z’ category security?

Though the recent exchanges be-
tween New Delhi and Islamabad may
bring a whiff of humour into our lives,
the dismal future of the bilateral rela-
tions, which the present ‘line of en-
gagement’ portends, is disquieting
and sends shivers down the spine.

It is high time that leaders of both
countries stop behaving like school-
children and remedy the serious
‘foot-in-the- mouth’ disease, which
seems to have afflicted them. Till this
happens, ‘Aman ki Asha’ will remain
a distant dream and bilateral rela-
tions will become another ‘comedy
circus’!

NILOOFAR QURESHI is based in New Delhi and
can be reached at: niloofar.qureshi@yahoo.com

DEAR EDITOR,
Apropos news, ‘AFSPA Immu-

nity For Forces’ Sex Crimes Must
End’, Kashmir Observer, January
28, I want to say that we the
people of Kashmir appreciate
what Dr.Kiran Bedi said but who
has to initiate the action.

It is India who has to take the
action, but this country is never
ready to bother for innocent

killings and heinous crimes
committed by its army and such
all other agencies that too with
the help of Indian puppets of
Kashmiri origin.

-M. R. BABA
Via: email

‘IN CONCLUSION’ was a favourite
phrase of a teacher of mine — a man of scien-
tific qualification; a man who looked at you
and perceived atoms and molecules. Mr P, let’s
call him, for he very well may still be alive
monitoring the masses that passed through
his hands.

It was the Sixties, of course. The Hippie
Movement was winking naughtily from out-
side classroom windows, “Come out and taste
the freedom!”

The band Uriah Heep did indeed sing,
plaintively, Free Me, which may well have
been the anthem of many a classroom bound
schoolboy of that time.

It was also still the Years of Collusion —
between teacher and parent to ensure at all
cost that Johnny put his head down peered
into the laboratory microscope and averted
his gaze from the classroom windows. The
world outside can wait, a good education
couldn’t.

Tired of Thinking? Come to a Conclusion
If he were a cricketer — which I rather

doubt since he possessed not one jot of cricket
vocabulary in his speech — but if he were a
cricketer Mr P would have been categorised
as an all rounder. This is because he was three
science teachers rolled into one. He taught
Physics, Chemistry and when the frogs were
plentiful he was found in the
Biology rooms giving lessons
on dissection which non-bi-
ology-inclined ones like my-
self found hard to stomach,
especially the drawing of
blood or the severing of flesh in order to peer
at the undercoating and the insides.

“One has to have a stomach for these
things,” Mr P would instruct, directing his
words at the ones who’d gone a whiter shade
of pale and generally stood in the back rows
at the dissecting table so they missed a good
deal of what was going on.
PREPARING TO FACE LIFE: “Life is going to
toss things at you that are a lot harder to take,
so get used to it. In any case, you have to do it
yourself come exam time. It carries a good deal

of marks, remember.”
This generally got the ashen-faced ones

moving a few feet forward in a determined
effort to overcome their resisting wills.

Chemistry periods were about tables
with cryptic symbols and water that changed
colour magically with the introduction of dif-

ferent powders. I once remem-
ber naively being drawn into
taking a deep sniff from a
bottle of chlorine that nearly
took my sinuses for a walk
right out of my body.

Physics was about equations, balance
and sticking pins in paper while trying to
trace angles of reflection and refraction
through a thick glass slab.

Most things in Mr P’s class started out as
premises before gradually working their way
through a series of reasoning stages to a finely
drawn conclusion.

Dispute that, he’d say, pointing to a
solved equation on the blackboard. Of course,
who could? Especially who could who had his
head wrapped around other notions — those

of total freedom to pursue the pathways of
one’s own mind, frolic in the fields of an idyl-
lic nature and dream of writing lines that
rhymed and described life in a more natural
way — a way that had nothing to do with
science?

A young man dreaming is how I come to
view my school reports of that day and age
when I glance at them occasionally these
days yellowing in a plastic sleeve. Mr P obvi-
ously had a kind heart too for his marks
awarded to me in their own scientific way
reflect a kindness.

If the dissecting of a frog taught me any-
thing it pointed me in the direction of veg-
etarianism and a kindness to all animals great
and small. Science provided me with an in-
sight into laterality. That is, you could be
seated in the lap of science and be totally at
ease contemplating poetry.

Science didn’t care because ultimately it
seems everything is relative. There is no end,
no conclusion to be drawn because like some
wise person once said, “A conclusion is the
place where you got tired of thinking.”

KEVIN MARTIN

LIFE IN A
CLASSROOM OF

THE SIXTIES

Why New Delhi
decided to deviate from

its age-old policy of
‘letting the sleeping

dogs lie’ to bring up the
UNMOGIP issue and

the timing it chose
to do so, defies

comprehension. So,
while nothing came out

of this debate, old
wounds were reopened
and normalisation of

the bilateral ties
between New Delhi
and Islamabad has

taken yet another body
blow. Islamabad too

seems to be itching for
a chance to ‘take
on’ New Delhi.

Hail Kiran Bedi

editpage.ko@gmail.com

Asad Mirza

Huge Benefits & Low Velocity In Coaching Centers 

C
oaching centers are now an 
important part of our educa-
tion system as they are now 
recognized and registered by 
our administration. But, does 

it mean that they are not accountable 
to anyone? We often raise fingers at the 
huge imposition of fees by private insti-
tutions. Do they charge more fees than 
the coaching centers? The answer to this 
question is simply, no, because the fee 
charged by the coaching centers is many 
times more than these private institu-
tions. Why no one questions and stymies 
this plunder? Students from far-flung 
areas in winter move towards cities and 
towns for quality tuition. They not only 
pay huge amounts as tuition fees but also 
hire rooms or stay in hostels to attend 
tuition classes. Some of them belong to 

poor families whose parents sell or mort-
gage a patch of land to fulfill the needs of 
their children. So, it is not the fees only 
but also other expenses that parents 
have to afford. Sometimes this burden 
of expenses becomes too heavy to carry 
as a result many students are forced to 
surrender and leave the coaching center 
halfway. The irony is that teachers or co-
ordinators of Coaching centers don't take 
cognizance of this burning issue. 

Consequently, poor students suffer.
The pace of teaching is as low as a tor-

toise's walk. Students have to wait for 
the whole year to complete their sylla-
bus. The time required to complete the 
syllabus of the 11th and 12th classes is 
approximately five months or not more 
than six months. Unfortunately, when 
students return in November they com-

plain about the teachers' apathy who af-
ter collecting fees play truancy with the 
students and leave them without finish-
ing the syllabus. Meanwhile, students 
face many problems like the shortage of 
attendance and appearance in unit tests. 
Many students succumb to the pressure 
of their institutions for regular classes 
so they too, return to their homes half-
way. Only those students stay there who 
either belong to rich families or have 
special permission from educational in-
stitutions.

It would be better if coaching centers 
complete the syllabus in due course of 
time.Why do they drag the students to 
the end of the session when they spon-
taneously leave coaching centers?

During the lockdown situation, stu-
dents stayed at their homes and were 

not able to attend classes despite the 
fact that they had paid the fee in advance 
and in many cases, no classes were ar-
ranged to compensate. The strangest 
thing is that no one mulled over refund-
ing the Fees paid for nothing. Isn't this 
plunder or embezzlement?

These above-given illustrations de-
mand stern action and a systematic 
approach to curb the unjustified and 
capricious rules prevailing in the big 
coaching centers.Why do students 
prefer to flee their higher secondaries 
in Summer? Coaching centers should 
ponder over the weaknesses and apply 
innovative techniques to minimize the 
loss and miseries of the students.

Malik Manzoor
manzoormalik3@gmail.com

Trump’s Second Impeachment: 
Uneasy, But Essential

T
he evidence is clear and compelling. The deadly events 
of 6 January speak for themselves. There was visceral 
shock around the world as events unfolded that day: 
as Donald Trump urged people to “fight like hell” and 

to march on the Capitol; as he instructed them that “When you 
catch someone in fraud, you are allowed to go by very different 
rules”; and as mass violence followed. But what was seen in real 
time has been compounded by the evidence since amassed.

But only six Republicans were on the right side when the 
Senate voted on Tuesday to proceed with Mr Trump’s second 
impeachment trial, and even if they vote to convict him too, 11 
more members of his party would have to be swayed. It is almost 
certain he will not be convicted, which would allow a further 
vote to disqualify him from holding office again. Nor is it clear 
that the wider jury, the public, are likely to shift. 

The assault on the Capitol showed that an election victory 
was not enough to fix America’s political problem: how to re-
store a democracy severely wounded by Mr Trump. Nor can it be 
resolved by outsourcing it to a legal process within the political 
realm. Yet impeachment is not always restorative, but declara-
tive: sounding an alarm, and announcing that what is happen-
ing is neither normal nor acceptable. If not now, when? If not for 
this, for what?

In an increasingly radicalised party, Republican senators 
know that their careers will probably be helped rather than hin-
dered by backing the ex-president instead of convicting him as 
they should do. Mr Trump is not a man who is capable of being 
shamed and acquittal may embolden him and his supporters – 
though it would not free him from legal scrutiny: local prosecu-
tors have opened an investigation into his attempts to reverse 
Georgia’s election results. Plenty of his opponents worry that 
the process could be counterproductive (though others think 
that too dismissive) and wonder if there was another way.

But there can be no more serious matter, in a democracy, 
than an attempt to overturn the people’s will through force. To 
choose to ignore that would be almost as damaging as the at-
tempt itself. This trial will not only compel Republicans to make 
their standards explicit, but create a record of their choices as 
well as Mr Trump’s actions, for history to judge. Though im-
peachment may not help the country return to happier times, 
it at least forces the acknowledgment that this is a moment of 
profound crisis. Without that, there can be no hope of protecting 
and restoring American democracy.

The Guardian

Thaw On LAC?

After more than ten months, there's some 
good news on Ladakh front with  India and 
China agreeing to restore status quo ante 
at Pangong Tso lake.  China has agreed to 

move its forces back to Finger 8, while Indian troops 
will go back to their permanent Dhan Singh Thapa 
Post near Finger 3 on the north bank of Pangong 
Tso. The two sides have also agreed to take a similar 
action on the south bank of the lake. Other things 
that have been agreed is that both sides will not pa-
trol the area between Finger 3 and Finger 8 and re-
move any construction done by them in the areas 
occupied by them over the last year.  

Speaking in Rajya Sabha on Thursday morning, 
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh said that according to 
the agreement between India and China  in Pangong 
lake area  "both sides will remove the forward deploy-
ment in a phased, coordinated and verified manner”. 
Singh also said that the  "continuing talks have result-
ed in disengagement agreement with China". 

However the agreement is still on paper and all 
eyes are on how it will be implemented on the ground. 
Earlier last year, the two sides had reached an un-
derstanding on restoring the status quo ante but that 
wasn't acted upon. Instead actions by the Chinese side 
often pushed the situation to the brink. On June 15 last 
year, twenty Indian soldiers and an unknown number 
of Chinese soldiers were killed in a skirmish in Gal-
wan Valley. This was the first time in more than five 
decades that India suffered so many deaths in a clash 
with China along LAC.  For a while, the two countries 
seemed to be on the verge of a war with both sides mo-
bilizing troops on their side of the border.

This has now become a high stakes war of nerves 
between the two countries. However, this time New 
Delhi is approaching the situation very cautiously 
and waiting if China's words are translated into ac-
tion. There is also the realisation that  the complete 
de-escalation will be a long haul. The current stand-
off with China has been the bitterest since the 1962 
war. This time China has aggressively asserted its 
claim to its side of the LAC and also captured strate-
gic areas in Galwan Valley,  Hot Springs and Gogra 
besides trying to push in along the LAC in Arunachal 
Pradesh and Sikkim. So, resolving these issues will 
take time. But the ongoing dis-engagement in Pan-
gong Tso is a positive development and allows for 
dialogue to take place. A lot will depend on China's 
behaviour in the near future. We can only hope that 
the communist country sticks to the path of dialogue 
and gives precedence to sorting out the issues peace-
fully than unilaterally changing the facts on ground.

Changing Contours Of Indo-US Ties

A
fter tolerating four years 
of tantrums, mood swings 
and fits, bad language, and 
the worst idiotic and overt-
ly racist behaviour when 

defeated by any US president, the 
world keenly awaited the change of 
power in the oldest democracy in the 
world when Joe Biden took over as the 
new American president.

Similarly, the world keenly 
looked forward to understanding the 
contours of the new administration’s 
internal and external policies, par-
ticularly its foreign policy. In a wide-
ranging address at the US State De-
partment in Washington last week, 
Joe Biden outlined his new foreign 
policy vision, reiterating the catch 
phrase – “America is back.”

This stance was reflected in the 
words that Biden used, such as ‘re-
build’ (America’s alliances) and ‘re-
engage’ (with the world). He also 
sought to outline a clear vision of 
what the new administration aims to 
achieve in order to improve and sta-
bilise international relations. It was a 
speech designed to re-establish order 
and global faith in the US; things that 
Biden clearly feels were lost under his 
controversial predecessor.

Michelle Bentley, Reader in Inter-
national Relations at Royal Holloway 
University, 

London opines that the US foreign 
policy will now focus more on multilat-
eral diplomacy and working with other 
nations in a more positive way. But 
Biden hinted that this should not be 
considered a ‘soft approach’, insisting 
that diplomacy would be the best way 
to get what the US wants. He also tried 
to highlight the importance, which his 
administration attaches to democratic 
values and described it as a key aspect 
of America’s identity and ethos. 

During his first year in office, 
President Biden will bring together 
the world’s democracies to strength-
en the global democratic institutions, 
and forge a common agenda to ad-
dress threats to common democratic 
values. Biden has explained that the 
so-called ‘Summit for Democracy’ he 
plans to convene later this year, will 
focus on fighting corruption and au-
thoritarianism and protect the hu-
man rights world over. 

The Summit will also issue a Call 
to Action for the private sector, includ-
ing technology corporations and social 
media giants, to make their own com-
mitments, recognising their respon-
sibilities and their overwhelming in-
terest in preserving open, democratic 
societies and protecting free speech.

Indo-US Ties
James Traub of NYU’s Center on 

International Cooperation, opines 
that in Asia India has a geopoliti-
cal status of all its own. The world’s 
fifth-largest economy, India serves 
as a bulwark against China, which 
the Biden administration regards as 
America’s most dangerous adver-
sary. And because China increasingly 
seeks to export its model of authori-
tarian, state-run capitalism, China 
also poses a unique threat to democ-
racy, which the new administration 
will definitely try to weaken. 

The Biden administration has in-
herited from Trump the premise of 
an ‘Indo-Pacific’ region with India at 
its core. In the recent past, as rela-
tions between New Delhi and Beijing 
soured, India strengthened its com-
mitment to a multilateral partnership 
with the United States, Japan and Aus-
tralia — known as the Quadrilateral 
Security Dialogue, or Quad.

China has castigated this forum 
as an Asian version of NATO, or one 
which is directly aimed against it. 
India, though cautious of formal al-
liances, was initially hesitant to fully 
engage, as it also didn’t want to sour 
its trade relations with Beijing.

The US considers India as  "one 
of the most important partners in the 
Indo-Pacific region" and says it wel-
comes its emergence as leading global 
power. "India is one of the most im-
portant partners in the Indo-Pacific 
region to us. We welcome India's 
emergence as a leading global power 
and its role as a net security provider 
in the region," US State Department 
spokesperson Ned Price said during a 
press briefing, earlier this week.

In addition, Kurt Campbell, the 
China hawk whom Biden recently ap-
pointed as the ‘Indo-Pacific Coordina-
tor’ at the National Security Council, 
has reportedly proposed forging a new 
system of alliances binding South and 
East Asia, and Asia and Europe, as well 
as of incorporating India, South Korea, 
and Australia into the G-7 to form a 
new ‘D-10’—the ten great democracies.

This further strengthens the im-
portance which the US attaches to 
India but it will also keep a strict 
watch on the internal political devel-
opments in India, particularly related 
to minorities. Though the personal 
equation, which existed between 
Trump and Modi, might be missing 
under the new dispensation yet it 
may not afford to ignore India.

Also, the new administration will 
not be able to drastically alter its pol-
icy toward India as the US needs its 

help to counter China in the region 
and also increasingly values India as a 
military and trade partner. 

Mr. Biden, who once spoke optimis-
tically of China’s emergence “as a great 
power,” has become increasingly tough 
on Beijing, and some analysts said his 
administration would most likely use 
the Quad as a way to ensure that the 
balance of power in the Indo-Pacific re-
gion does not tilt too far toward China.

Still, in New Delhi there is a school 
of thought which feels that the new 
administration might not be as tough 
on China as the previous one and that 
Mr Biden might be forced to adopt a 
more nuanced and less favourable po-
sition toward India.

In addition, the United States has 
been trying unsuccessfully to increase 
arms sales to India, but the coun-
try’s history of buying weapons from 
France, Israel and Russia, has compli-
cated that effort. There is an added US 
concern that providing military equip-
ment to India might help Russian mili-
tary or other foreign agents to have 
access to the US technology. 

Other issues, which might have an 
impact on the relationship, are the visa 
and climate change issues. The out-
going president had earlier this year 
suspended H-1B visas for high-skilled 
workers, a major setback for American 
IT sector, which employs many Indians. 
US will also require the Indian support 
and cooperation on its initiative on 
climate change issues and in addition 
both countries are trying to hammer 
out a mutually beneficial Trade Agree-
ment, which has eluded the officials so 
far conducting the talks.

However, there are signs that the 
next phase of the US-India relations 
will be based more on substance and 
less on rhetoric as India now is able 
to offer much more to the US, both 
in military, security, trade and tech-
nological terms. The ties might not 
be personality oriented but focussed 
more on changing hard realities and 
individual aspirations, particularly in 
the post-Covid changed world.

Views expressed in the article 
are author's and do not necessar-

ily represent the editorial stance of 
Kashmir Observer

Asad Mirza is a political com-
mentator based in New Delhi. 
He was also associated with BBC 

Urdu Service and Khaleej Times of Dubai. 
He writes on Muslims, education-

al, international affairs, interfaith and 
current affairs. Email: asad.mirza.

nd@gmail.com
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Silencing Our Children: Ascending Of 
Abuse During Covid-19 Pandemic

Jitamanyu Sahoo and Syed Mujtaba Hussain 

T
he Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has 
posed catastrophic challenges to societies all 
over the globe. While vaccination and other 
efforts are being undertaken to contain the 
virus, these same efforts have exposed chil-
dren to an increased risk of family violence. 

The social isolation measures undertaken by the coun-
tries have impacted the jobs, giving rise to economic 
instability and emergence of new forms of relationships 
are some of the causal factors for increased violence 
amongst children. Moreover, the restrictions on move-
ment with closure of schools and isolation from peer 
groups have disrupted the children’s social interaction. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a cascading effect in 
which the lives of children have been deranged at differ-
ent levels. The unpreparedness of our societies exposed 
to the significant threats to individuals, families and 
communities have all contributed to the rise of ongoing 
child abuse during the pandemic. A study recently pub-
lished in the Journal of Psychiatry Research examining 
the emerging evidence on child abuse have highlighted 
the COVID-19 impact on children depend on vulnerabil-
ity factors such as developmental age, previous mental 
health conditions, educational and socioeconomic status, 
or being quarantined. 

The consequences of child abuse during the ongo-
ing pandemic are irremediable due to the invisibilization 
of the violence. UNICEF, worryingly states “Lockdowns, 
school closures and movement restrictions have left far 
too many children stuck with their abusers, without the 
safe space that school would normally offer. It is urgent 
to scale up efforts to protect children during these times 
and beyond.” We are witnessing an intergenerational 
transmission of violence in India; and the nature and 
nurture of children should not be considered as differ-
ent factors in the violence perpetrated against children in 
times of crisis. While most of the legislations and policies 
addressing the aspects of child abuse do not taken into 
account the behavioral and the ecological features of the 
violence perpetrated. 

Child Abuse during the COVID-19 pandemic
The World Health Organization (WHO) states child 

abuse as a coercive act with a child who is unable to com-
prehend or provide consent, leading to serious physical 
or psychological damage. Child Abuse includes punish-
ment in the form of hitting, punching, kicking or beat-
ing which also occurs in schools and other institutions. 
It also includes sexual activities like inappropriate touch-
ing of private parts or indulging the child in touching the 
private parts of the perpetrator, molestation, sodomy, ex-
hibitionism, pornography, and cybersexual acts. 

A series of meta‐analyses conducted on the preva-

lence of child sexual, physical and emotional abuse and 
physical and emotional neglect, including 244 publica-
tions and 551 prevalence rates for the various types of mal-
treatment in 2014 and published in Child Abuse Review. 
The report surveyed and noted in its findings estimating 
22.6% for physical abuse, 36.3% for emotional abuse, 7.6% 
among boys and 18% among girls for sexual abuse, 16.3% 
for physical neglect, and 18.4% for emotional neglect.

Similarity, studies on COVID-19 pandemic has shown 
there has been a surge of child abuse cases during the 
lockdown. A study conducted and published in Disease 
of Childhood ‘Rise in the incidence of abusive head trau-
ma during the COVID-19 pandemic’ stated an alarming 
rise in abuse-related head injuries among children in the 
United Kingdom and also filling the vacuum in the evi-
dence on how the efforts taken to counter the pandemic 
has had malignant effect on the children. 

In India, over one lakh calls were received across 570 
districts of the country to seek protection from violence 
and abuse. This period only accounts of the lockdown and 
the data from the entire period of 2020 till now is yet to 
be disseminated by the Ministry of Women and Child De-
velopment. The calls received were related to protection 
from physical and sexual abuse of the children, pertain-
ing to cases of child labour, missing children, education, 
providing shelter, counselling and even child marriages. 
But whether the district child protection units, children 
welfare committees and the child care institutions were 
able to coordinate and address the challenges is yet to 
be evident. 

Since, child abuse forms a major portion on the glob-
al burden of disease and also in India, the pandemic has 
significantly extended the vulnerability of children. The 
abuse and neglect undergone by the children will lead to 
alcohol and drug abuse, cognitive impairment and devel-
opmental delays, eating and sleep disorders, poor school 
performance, poor relationships reproductive health 
problems post-traumatic stress disorder depression and 
anxiety suicidal behaviour and self-harm, delinquent, 
violent and other risk-taking behaviours. The complex 
relations between the consequences of child abuse and 
the delayed response of our health services have already 
led to a serious child rights crisis. 

Child Abuse is a Public Health Issue
We deprive millions of children to become produc-

tive citizens as we say we are devoted to them. This 
deprivation and prejudice exists amongst children due 
to abuse and neglect they suffer in their childhood or 
throughout their childhood. The theoretical and em-
pirical studies conducted to ascertain the incidence and 
measures undertaken for child abuse as a public health 
issue especially in India are not adequately synthesized 
and interpretated. 

Recognition of child abuse is really difficult and not 
considered as a public health crisis which need to dealt 
in an urgent basis. Firstly, majority of children have va-
riety of infections and parents’ inadequacy in providing 
the relevant detail; secondly, child sexual abuse for in-
stance in India is covered under the Protection of Chil-
dren from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012, but child 
abuse can be of varied forms inclusive of physical abuse, 
sexual abuse, emotional abuse, and neglect, often which 
the law overlooks and not addressed due to institution-
al incapacities; and thirdly, non-reporting of the child 
abuse for the fear of re-victimization because of medical 
examination, criminal justice system and exclusion from 
society members there is a continuation of child abuse. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has raised complex issues 
in India involving recognizing and balancing the rights 
of parents and children, and responding to the diverse 
needs of new, competent, and dysfunctional families. 
The emerging evidence though discloses and identifies 
child abuse but quarantine and social isolation measures 
have also suppressed evidence. This is because with lim-
ited engagement with the society, withdrawal from pre-
school, school, community, youth programmes, lack of 
association with peer groups, the early warning signs for 
abuse are distorted. 

The access to health care and social services in India 
have suffered simultaneously for three reasons: a) child 
protection and welfare services are hampered by the 
mobility restrictions necessitated by the lockdown, thus 
limiting the accessibility; b) children in lockdown may be 
with the alleged perpetrators of abuse, especially if these 
are family members, with no respite, they are not only 
at greater risk of more frequent sexual or physical abuse 

but also hindered from accessing helplines and reporting 
the abuse and c) accessibility with ease of electronic de-
vices, have been unsafe for children leading to ‘artificial 
fall’ and online bullying. 

Our Response
In normal times, child rights activists, child care 

institutions would have been advocating for deinstitu-
tionalization of children and (re)uniting them with their 
families. This response to child abuse has had beneficial 
effects on children. Such response of community aware-
ness and participation with anganwadi workers, ASHA 
workers, police, community workers, students have been 
an effective mechanism for sensitizing to identify and as-
sess child abuse and to further prevent it.

But given the nature and scale of crisis due to the 
pandemic our response could be made at the primary, 
secondary and tertiary levels in lines with the recently 
article published in Indian Journal of Psychiatry, ‘Chil-
dren on the brink: Risks for child protection, sexual 
abuse, and related mental health problems in the CO-
VID-19 pandemic’. At the primary level capacity of child-
care institutions shall be enhanced and update training 
and capacity building of government Integrated Child 
Protection Scheme (ICPS) staff and counsellors in accor-
dance with emerging evidence. At the secondary levels, 
systematic home studies and evaluation of family capaci-
ties to care for children may be carried out by the child 
care institutions. Finally, at the tertiary level there should 
be scalability training modules and use of technology 
and evidence to identify child abuse patterns. 

 Since, the impact of COVID-19 pandemic has been 
global it must compel us to adopt innovation in making 
systemic changes within our process and procedures for 
child protection. 

Views expressed in the articles are the author's own 
responsibility. The content is not intended to be a substitute 

for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment 
and is strictly for educational/informative purposes only

Jitamanyu Sahoo & Syed Mujtaba Hussain are 
Research Scholars working in (Comparative Health Law, 

Human Security & Constitutional Law)

The COVID-19 pandemic 
has had a cascading effect 

in which the lives of children 
have been deranged at 
different levels. The 
unpreparedness of our 
societies exposed to the 
significant threats to 
individuals, families and 
communities have all 
contributed to the rise of 
ongoing child abuse during 
the pandemic. 

Parenting And Mental Health 
Misha Ketchell

O
ne in five teens has a par-
ent with a mental illness 
such as anxiety or de-
pression. These teens are 
at greater risk of develop-

ing a mental illness themselves.
And while they may be familiar 

with the day-to-day behavioral chang-
es of their family member, they often 
don’t have access to accurate mental 
health information that can empower 
them and increase their ability to re-
spond to mental illness stigma.

For nearly 30 years, I’ve re-
searched the mental health informa-
tion needs of children and teens who 
have a family member with mental 
illness. Study after study reveals that 
these young people don’t receive 
sufficient information — at home, 
school or online – about mental 
health and illness.

Many parents don’t talk with 
their children about their mental 
health disorders. Programs that in-
crease teens’ ability to manage their 
emotions and interact well socially 
are on the rise in schools. How-
ever, schools severely lack funding, 
resources and staffing to provide 
structured lessons that cover the full 
range of mental health literacy. This 
includes common mental illnesses 
and treatments, mental illness stig-
ma, coping with stress and seeking 
help for oneself or others.

Furthermore, young people with 
family mental health challenges are 
often overlooked by mental health 

providers who are responsible for 
treating their family member.

Children want help. For example, 
this study of kids ages 5-17 found that 
among children who know their par-
ents take psychotropic medication, 
“there was an interest in knowing 
more about the medication purpose, 
regime and side effects.”

Our team recently completed 
a review of youth-targeted mental 
health websites that will be pub-
lished in 2021. We found countries 
such as Australia and Canada have 
produced websites with information 
for individuals and families living 
with mental illness.

However, most of the content 
was written for those above the sixth-
grade reading level needed for many 
teens, making it inaccessible. Further-
more, most countries – including the 
U.S. – do not have online resources 
addressing the needs of children of 
parents with mental illness.

After identifying this gap, we 
worked with colleagues to build new re-
sources. Those include a mental health 
literacy program to teach children about 
mental illness as well as tools to mea-
sure their knowledge of mental health 

issues. We are now exploring ways to 
deliver the program online.

Most recently our team built the 
Mental Health Info for Teens website 

to provide accurate mental health in-
formation for teens. It was designed 
for those at an early sixth-grade read-
ing level. American teens who have a 
family member with mental illness 
helped guide and review content de-
velopment. This helped ensure the 
website matched their needs.

The website provides informa-
tion for teens on the following four 
foundations of mental health literacy, 
which can help them cope when they 
face family mental health challenges.

1. Understanding mental illness
Identifying mental health dis-

orders, symptoms and treatment is 
a key component of mental health 
literacy. This knowledge helps young 
people understand that symptoms, 
mood changes and other family dy-
namics are a result of the mental ill-
ness, not something they have done. 
For example, a teen whose father 
is diagnosed with bipolar disorder 
can understand that her father’s 
extreme mood swings and sudden 
changes in behavior are caused by 
his illness and can be treated and 
managed through a combination of 
medication and therapy.

2. Myths and stigma busting

Youths often believe that men-
tal illnesses are rare, contagious and 
untreatable. These myths isolate chil-
dren living with a family member with 
mental illness. They may fear what 
would happen to them if someone 
were to find out their family secret. 
Busting myths about mental illness 
reduces stigma and helps teens realize 
that many families – even celebrities – 
struggle with similar challenges.

3. Coping skills
Teenage years are often stress-

ful. Teens are juggling academics, 
extracurriculars and social relation-
ships. Family mental illness, though 
no one’s fault, can make these dif-
ficult years more stressful. Teens 
can build a personal plan to manage 
stress. For example, positive think-
ing, mindfulness and exercise can 
help them manage their thoughts, 
feelings and actions.

4. Seeking help
Teens with a family member with 

mental illness often find themselves 
taking care of others. It’s important 
for them to know where they can find 
help. Our website has a comprehen-
sive list of resources, including links to 
crisis hotlines and tools to locate local 
mental health service providers.

We hope the website can provide a 
new resource toward increasing mental 
health information for teens, especially 

those with family mental illness.

The Conversation

However, schools severely lack funding, 
resources and staffing to provide 

structured lessons that cover the full range 
of mental health literacy. This includes 
common mental illnesses and treatments, 
mental illness stigma, coping with stress 
and seeking help for oneself or others.
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Uttarakhand Glacier

Kashmir means more anthropogenic (re-
sulting from the influence of human beings on 
nature) footprint and more biomass burning 
that are important factors contributing to en-
hanced aerosol/black carbon deposition and 
accelerated glacier melt,” revealed Rashid.

According to the research, the Kolahoi gla-
cier has been imbalanced between 1962 and 
2018 and is not approaching equilibrium. 
Equilibrium is attained when the ablation and 
accumulation of snow on the glacier are the 
same.

The research mentioned the land system 
changes in the Lidder watershed. It also stated 
that the area under irrigation-intensive agri-
culture has shrunk by 39%, whereas the or-
chards have expanded by 177% from 1980 to 
2017.

The land system changes in the Sindh wa-
tershed are not mentioned in the paper.

“Though there have been changes in the 
land system in the Sindh watershed but since 
a dominant part of melt waters from Kolahoi 
Glacier is released into Lidder, the research 
team thought it was better to focus on the 
Lidder watershed,” said Rashid.

“Nonetheless, it would be scientifically in-
teresting to look at the land system changes 
on the other side of the watershed divide 
(Sindh).”

While the research only took Kolahoi gla-
cier as a point of study, there are other glaciers 
in Kashmir like Thajiwas group of glaciers, 
Nehnar, Hoksar which are in a much worse 
condition, stressed Rashid.

“The Kashmir valley glaciers are showing 
accelerated retreat as compared to the rest of 
the Hindukush Himalaya,” said Ulfat Majeed, 
another author of the research. Small sized 
glaciers, clean glaciers (glaciers without de-
bris), and the glaciers associated with progla-
cial lakes are showing greater retreat rates in 
the valley, he added.

Experts warn that the Himalayan glaciers 
are melting at an unprecedented rate and 
there is an acceleration of ice loss across the 
glaciers over the past 40 years, mentioned a 
study published in 2019.

“Himalayas have experienced significant ice 
loss over the past 40 years, with the average 
rate of ice loss twice as rapid in the 21st cen-
tury compared to the end of the 20th century,” 
the study revealed.

The glaciers of the Hindu Kush Himalaya 
region that produce water for around 40% of 
the world’s population has lost mass due to 
climate change and they are predicted to lose 
more in the future, claimed another study.

“Glacier across Himalaya are receding at a 
never before pace if we look at the course of 
human history,” said Rashid. But glaciers in 
the Karakoram, on the contrary, have been 
reported to be generally stable, continued the 
assistant professor.

“The glaciers in the northwestern region 
(Kashmir) and the eastern Himalayas were re-
ported to be receding at a higher pace as com-
pared to other regions of the Himalayan arc.”

Glaciers form an intricate part of the eco-
system feeding the rivers and serve as a “hy-
drological buffer” for ecology, agriculture, 
and hydropower, especially in High Mountain 
Asia. The melting of glaciers not only impacts 
the stream flow but also affects all the water-
dependent sectors of the economy like hydro-
power, agriculture, tourism, and many others.

“In a warming scenario, we might also see 
the formation of glacial lakes some of which 
might translate into glacial lake outburst 
floods (GLOF) putting the downstream life 
and infrastructure at risk,” said Rashid.

Flash floods caused by glacial lakes called 
GLOF occur when the moraine or rock wall 
in a glacial lake collapses. A collapse can take 
place for various reasons including when a 
large amount of water is deposited in the lake 
due to unstable melting of the glaciers.

Some of the smaller GLOFs have been re-
ported from the Ladakh and Karakoram re-
gions but it is highly likely that the frequency 
of GLOFs may increase in the future owing to 
the receding pattern of glaciers, said Majeed.

The reverse phenomenon could also oc-
cur once the glaciers have lost a substantial 
amount of mass leading to no water to re-
lease. Rivers dependent on the glaciers would 
diminish resulting in a drought condition im-
pacting agriculture and various developmen-
tal activities.

While the condition of the environment is 
deteriorating at an alarming rate, the onset of 
the coronavirus pandemic brought some re-
lief to the environment.

While pictures of the Himalayas were mak-
ing rounds on social media, it might not be an 
exaggeration to say that the environment was 
healing when the humans were suffering.

Speaking about the effect of lockdown on 
the glaciers, Majeed said, “Any reduction in 
the carbon and anthropogenic footprint on or 
near the glaciers helps improve their health.”

But it’s important to note, he added, that 
glaciers won’t change state in a day.

No Change In
& Kashmir. This marks an important step 

for local residents and we look forward to 
continued political & economic progress to re-
store normalcy in J&K, tweeted the South and 
Central Asia Bureau of the State Department.

High-speed mobile internet was restored 
on February 5 in the entire union territory of 
Jammu and Kashmir, exactly one and a half 
years after it was snapped in August 2019 
when the Centre had abrogated the special 
status of the erstwhile state.

According to a 2019 Congressional Research 
Service report of August 2019, a longstanding 
goal of US policy in South Asia has been to 
prevent India-Pakistan conflict from escalat-
ing to interstate war. This meant the United 
States has sought to avoid actions that overtly 
favoured either party. Over the past decade, 
however, Washington has grown closer to 
India while relations with Pakistan continue 
to be viewed as clouded by mistrust, CRS re-
port said.

On a question related to Twitter shutting 
down some accounts in India, Price said, 
“Well, I think what I would say generally is 
that around the world and this goes back to 
what I was saying before we are committed 
to supporting democratic values, including 
freedom of expression. I think when it comes 
to Twitter’s policies, we’d have to refer you to 
Twitter itself.”

Responding to a similar question, White 
House Press Secretary Jen Psaki told report-
ers at her daily news conference, “Of course, 
we always have concerns about crackdowns 
on freedom of speech, freedom of expres-
sion happening around the world and when 
it doesn’t allow people to communicate and 
peacefully protest.”

Assembly Polls
“See J&K is heading towards development, 

peace and prosperity. This is BJP’s mission,” 
Chug said. He said that BJP’s mission is to 
make peace a permanent feature in J&K, re-
vive tourists and make Kashmir an abode of 
peace, property and progress.

“I am glad to see a huge number of tourists 
arriving in Kashmir, visiting Gulmarg and oth-
er places in bone chilling winter. We as a party 
are working for tourism revival, prosperity in 
the Valley. I believe more and more tourists 
both domestic and foreigners will come to 
Kashmir in the weeks ahead,” Chug said.

He said he was in Srinagar to pay homage 
to BJP founder Pandit Deendhayal Updhaday. 
“BJP under the leadership of Prime Minister 
Narendera Modi is following the mission of 
Pandit Deendhayal which is to end poverty 
and help poor all fronts,” Chug said that the 
mission is being greatly followed across the 
country including J&K also irrespective of cast, 
colour and creed—(KNO)

India Announces
and other armoured elements from certain 

friction points is nearing completion while 
pulling back of troops from the North bank 
areas is being undertaken.

Making a statement in the Rajya Sabha a 
day after China announced the disengage-
ment process, Singh said China will pull back 
its troops to east of Finger 8 areas in the north-
ern bank of Pangong lake while the Indian 
personnel will be based at their permanent 
base at Dhan Singh Thapa Post near Finger 3 
in the region. Similar action will take place at 
the southern bank of the lake as well, he said.

In an identical statement later in the Lok 
Sabha, he said the disengagement process was 
“going on well”, and that the implementation 
of the pact will “substantially restore” the sit-
uation to the one which existed prior to the 
standoff that erupted on May 5 last.

The defence minister said both sides have 
agreed to remove structures that had been 
built since April last in the North and South 
bank areas, and put in place a temporary 
moratorium on military activities including 
patrolling the traditional areas.

He said the two sides have agreed they 
should achieve complete disengagement at 
the “earliest” and abide fully by the bilateral 
agreements and protocols.

Sources in the defence and security estab-
lishment said the disengagement from the 
eye-ball-to-eyeball situation is the first step 
towards overall de-escalation and it may take 
several weeks to complete the entire process 
at all the friction points.

The defence minister said the implementa-
tion of the pact started on Wednesday and it 
was agreed to convene the next meeting of 
senior commanders of both sides within 48 
hours of completion of the disengagement in 
the Pangong lake area so as to resolve all other 
remaining issues.

“I am happy to inform the House today that 
as a result of our well thought out approach 
and sustained talks with the Chinese side, we 
have now been able to reach an agreement on 
disengagement in the North and South bank 
of the Pangong lake,” he said.

The border standoff between the Indian and 
Chinese militaries erupted on May 5 following 
a violent clash in the Pangong lake areas and 
both sides gradually enhanced their deploy-
ment by rushing in tens of thousands of sol-
diers as well as heavy weaponry even as the 
two sides continued military and diplomatic 
talks.

“The agreement that we have been able to 
reach with the Chinese side for disengage-
ment in the Pangong lake area envisages that 
both sides will cease their forward deploy-
ments in a phased, coordinated and verified 
manner.”

“The Chinese side will keep its troop pres-
ence in the North bank area to east of Finger 8. 
Reciprocally, the Indian troops will be based 
at their permanent base at Dhan Singh Thapa 
post near Finger 3. A similar action would be 
taken in the South bank area by both sides,” 
he said.

The defence minister said patrolling will be 
resumed in the areas only when both sides 
reach an agreement in diplomatic and mili-
tary talks that would be held subsequently.

He said these are mutual and reciprocal 
steps and any structures that had been built 
by both sides since April 2020 in both North 
and South bank areas will be removed and the 
landforms will be restored.

“I want to assure this House that in these 
talks we have not conceded anything. The 
House should also know that there are still 
some outstanding issues with regard to de-
ployment and patrolling at some other points 
along the Line of Actual Control(LAC) in east-
ern Ladakh,” he said.

“These will be the focus of further discus-
sions with the Chinese side. We have agreed 
that both sides should achieve complete dis-
engagement at the earliest and abide fully by 
the bilateral agreements and protocols.”

Noting that the Chinese side is fully aware 
of India’s resolve by now, Singh said it is India’s 
expectation that the neighbouring country 
will work with the Indian side in full sincerity 
to resolve these remaining issues.

“I would like this House to join me in paying 

gratitude to our armed forces who have shown 
grit and resolve under these extremely harsh 
climatic conditions of Ladakh which has re-
sulted in the present agreement,” he added.

“Our Nation will always remember the sac-
rifices made by our brave soldiers which has 
been the foundation of this disengagement at 
Pangong Tso lake.”

The defence minister exuded confidence 
that the entire House, irrespective of political 
affiliations, is united together for upholding 
the country’s “sovereignty, unity, territorial 
integrity and national security”.

“And further, this House is one in sending 
out the same message demonstrating the 
strength and unity of our Nation to the entire 
world,” he said.

In the nine rounds of military talks, India 
had specifically insisted on withdrawal of 
Chinese troops from Finger 4 to Finger 8 on 
the North bank of Pangong Lake. The moun-
tain spurs in the area are referred to as Fingers.

On its part, the Chinese side was insisting 
on withdrawal of Indian troops from several 
strategic peaks on the southern bank of the 
lake.

Around five months back, Indian troops oc-
cupied a number of strategic heights in the 
Mukhpari, Rechin La and Magar hill areas 
around the southern bank after the Chinese 
PLA attempted to intimidate them in the area.

Defence Minister Singh said three key prin-
ciples determined India’s approach in han-
dling the situation which are “the both sides 
should strictly respect and observe the LAC, 
neither side should attempt to alter the status 
quo unilaterally, and all agreements and un-
derstandings between the two sides must be 
fully abided by in their entirety.”

In his statement, Singh also gave a genesis 
of the standoff and said the Chinese side had 
mobilised a large number of troops and arma-
ments along the LAC as well as in the depth ar-
eas, adding Indian armed forces too had made 
adequate and effective counter deployments 
to ensure that India’s security interests were 
fully protected.

China on Wednesday said the Chinese and 
Indian frontline troops at the southern and 
northern bank of the Pangong Tso started 
“synchronised and organised disengagement” 
from February 10 in accordance with the 
consensus reached by both sides at the ninth 
round of China-India Corps Commander- 
Level meeting. The ninth round was held on 
January 24 and it lasted for around 16 hours.

Both sides had rushed a large number of 
battle tanks, armoured vehicles and heavy 
equipment to the treacherous and high-alti-
tude areas of eastern Ladakh region after ten-
sion escalated following a deadly clash in the 
Galwan Valley in June last.

Twenty Indian soldiers were killed in the 
fierce hand-to-hand combat on June 15 in 
Galwan Valley, an incident that marked the 
most serious military conflicts between the 
two sides in decades.

China is yet to disclose the number of its 
soldiers killed and injured in the clash though 
it officially admitted to have suffered casual-
ties. According to an American intelligence re-
port, the number of casualties on the Chinese 
side was 35.

J&K Reports
While eight districts did not report any 

fresh cases, 11 other districts had fresh cases 
in single digits.

The number of active rose to 628 in the UT, 
while 1,22,542 patients have recovered so far, 
the officials said.

Two fresh deaths were reported in Kashmir 
valley in the last 24 hours, taking the fatality 
count due to the pandemic to 1,947.

Mercury Dips
Celsius the previous night.
The minimum temperature at the Gulmarg 

skiing resort in north Kashmir’s Baramulla 
district settled at minus 4.2 degrees Celsius 
last night, slightly down from minus 4.0 de-
grees Celsius the previous night, the officials 
said.

Kupwara town in north Kashmir recorded 
a low of minus 2.0 degrees Celsius, while 
Kokernag in the south recorded minus 1.5 de-
grees Celsius.

The Meteorological Office has said the 
weather is expected to remain mainly dry for 
the week ahead.

No Traffic On Highway
official Twitter handle, the J&K Traffic police 

announced suspension of vehicular move-
ment on the 270 kilometre-long strategic 
surface link to carry out maintenance work. 
“Tomorrow on 12-02-2021, no vehicular 
movement shall be allowed from either side 
on Jammu-Srinagar NHW in view of mainte-
nance/repairing of the road,” reads the Tweet.

It also added that Mughal road connecting 
south Kashmir’s Shopian district with Poonch, 
continues to remain closed due to snow 
accumulation.

ED Attaches Assets
and I D Sood Ispat Private Limited (Rs 18.10 

crore).
“The loan accounts were classified as non-

performing asset on December 31, 2014,” it 
said.

The ED said its probe found that “cash of 
Rs 20.87 crore was withdrawn from the loan 
accounts and from those of various sister 
concerns”.

“Further, funds to the tune of Rs 18.47 crore 
were siphoned off through accounts owned 
and controlled by Gupta and his family mem-
bers and through bogus accounts in the name 
of his employees opened specifically for the 
purpose of siphoning off of funds of loan 
accounts.

“The remaining funds were utilised for 
making payments to different individuals for 
non-business purposes,” it said.

Athar Deputed
on Thursday following a central govern-

ment approval to the inter-cadre deputation.
The Department of Personnel of the state 

government issued the relieving orders on 
Thursday.

Fate Of Kashmiri
operation is very slow, the more time they 

take, the less chances of survival for the miss-
ing persons are there,” Ahmad said, adding 
“The local administration is busy in repair-
ing a bridge and are least bothered about the 
missing people,”

He said, over 65 persons were stuck near the 
project site, 12 bodies were recovered, four 
were rescued and 52 others are still missing.

Ahmad further said that the four survivors 
told him that his brother tried to cross the riv-
er but the gushing water prevented him from 
doing so.

“The water was travelling at the speed of a 
bullet,” Ahmad quoted one of the survivors as 
saying.

He vowed not to leave Chamoli until the 
whereabouts of his brother are known.

Nasir Khuehami, a student activist who has 
been camping in at the spot after the tragic 
incident said the scenes from the ground are 
horrific. He said 36 dead bodies have been re-
trieved so far out of which only 10 have been 
identified.

On Thursday, the operation was temporar-
ily halted for two hours following a rise in wa-
ter level of Rishiganga River.

According to reports, Uttarakhand Governor 
Babu Rani Maurya had to face the ire of the 
families of those trapped inside a tunnel at 
Tapovan, when she visited the site to take 
stock of the rescue work.

The families waiting for over five days to be 
reunited with their closed ones broke down 
before the governor, seeking her intervention 
to expedite the rescue operations at the tun-
nel, where 25-35 people are trapped since the 
Sunday avalanche in Uttarakhand’s Chamoli 
district.

Back at home, the Zargars pin hope that the 
missing engineer might be alive.

“Umeed par duniya kayam hai (The world 
rests on hope)” Zargar’s cousin Ubaid Sultan 
told Kashmir Observer.

Terming his cousin as an asset for Kashmir, 
Sultan urged the J&K administration to take 
up the matter with the Uttarakhand Governor.

LG Seeks ‘Qualitative
He informed the chair about the new pro-

grammes introduced, research and extension 
activities, collaborations and linkages with uni-
versities around the world, recent research col-
laborations, and memorandums of understand-
ing signed.

The Lt Governor observed that the best 
methods of teaching should be adopted along 
with regular capacity building of teaching fac-
ulties by incorporating students’ feedback.

Laying special emphasis on research work and 
counselling for addressing drug de-addiction 
and improving mental health, the Lt Governor 
called for dedicated academic inputs and devis-
ing programmes for the same.

On the training of workforce in tourism sec-
tor, the Lt Governor called for imparting tour-
ism & hospitality based training & research in 
the University. He further asked for Inter/Intra 
UT/State Student-Teacher exchange program 
for handholding of new Universities, spread-
ing awareness and publicity of startups for 
increasing the startup culture and creating in-
dustry linkage of academia, besides imparting 
skill-based training to local youth to meet the 
requirements of skilled workforce.

The Lt Governor stressed optimum utili-
zation of all available ICT technology-based 
teaching programmes and updating of e-
learning and other teaching tools to connect 
the students and Faculty with the enhanced 
educational resource platforms.

He called for promoting excellence in 
teaching, research, and extension activities, 
strengthening technical education, optimum 
utilization of University’s resources, and ad-
vised for evolving best practices for main-
taining transparency in all student-related 
matters.

He further asked the University authori-
ties to lay special focus on capacity building, 
job oriented and skill development courses 
for the students to meet the modern-day 
requirements.

He congratulated the faculty and stu-
dents for receiving grants of International 
Fellowships, Awards, and Scholarships.

The meeting was attended by Rajeev 
Rai Bhatnagar, Advisor to the Lieutenant 
Governor; Arun Kumar, Financial 
Commissioner,  Prof. Manoj Kumar Dhar, Vice-
Chancellor, University of Jammu; Prof. Bechan 
Lal, Vice-Chancellor, Cluster University of 
Jammu; Nitishwar Kumar, Principal Secretary 
to the Lt Governor;  Talat Parvez Rohella, 
Commissioner/ Secretary, Higher Education; 
Chancellor’s Nominees- Prof. Shamim 
Ahmad Shah, Prof. Showkat Ahmad Shah, 
Dr. Fehmeeda Hilal, Dr. Manzoor Ahmad; Dr. 
Tariq Ahmad Bhat, Prof. Jaspal Singh Sandhu, 
Dr. Shimla, Dr. Nissar Ahmed Mir, Registrar, 
KU and other senior officers. (With PTI inputs)

DC Cannot Suspend
the appointing authority of the petitioner. 

He is not a higher authority nor has any au-
thorization been placed on record to show 
that the Government has authorized him to 
place the petitioner under suspension,” the 
court said, adding, “The judgment relied upon 
by the learned Tribunal, while passing the im-
pugned order dated 3rd of February, 2021, be-
ing distinguishable in facts, is not applicable 
to the facts and circumstances of the case on 
hand.”

In his plea, Qaiser Mehmood had submit-
ted that during his posting as Tehsildar, Bari 
Brahmana since

18th of February, 2019, a civil dispute was 
going on with respect to land comprised in 

Khasra No.1786/579 of Village Birpur, Samba, 
in the Court of Munsiff (JMIC), Samba between 
Bhanu Pratap Singh and Ravinder Kumar.  In 
terms of order dated 6th of February, 2020, 
Qaiser says that he was appointed as Local 
Commissioner for demarcation of the land 
of the parties as per revenue record and sub-
mit a report before the Court concerned. He 
claimed to have conducted the demarcation 
as per revenue record on 5th of August, 2020 
and submitted the report on 20th of August, 
2020 in the Court of learned Munsiff, Samba, 
reporting therein that Ravinder Kumar was in 
possession of land measuring 13 Kanals and 
01 Marla and that Bhanu Pratap Singh was not 
in possession of any land at all.

“Immediately thereafter (the deputy com-
missioner) issued an order dated 16th of 
January, 2021, thereby placing (me) under 
suspension pending enquiry.”

Qaiser had pleaded before the court in the 
petition that since order dated 16th of January, 
2021 was issued by the deputy commissioner 
without any jurisdiction, the same was, ac-
cordingly, challenged by him before the 
Tribunal. However the Tribunal on 3 February 
2021 rejected his prayer for grant of interim 
relief qua staying the order of the suspension 
against him. (GNS)

Masoodi Raises
been presented under the circumstances 

dictated by the COVID-19 pandemic.
He, however, used the occasion to highlight 

the situation in Jammu and Kashmir, alleging 
that silence has been imposed there follow-
ing the revocation of its special status and this 
should not be construed as peace.

Peace and development go hand in hand, 
and there can be no development without 
peace, Masoodi said, claiming that over 400 
people, including many security personnel, 
have been killed there in last one year with ur-
ban areas like Jammu and Srinahar accounting 
for 20 per cent of incidents.

Statistics show there is no peace in Jammu 
and Kashmir, he alleged. (PTI)

PAGD Wins DDC
on Thursday, the election was conducted 

in Anantnag district in south Kashmir and 
the PAGD, which also includes the National 
Conference (NC) and the Peoples Democratic 
Party (PDP), won both the posts of the chair-
person as well as the vice-chairperson, the of-
ficials said.

The PAGD had fielded an NC candidate for 
the post of the chairperson and a PDP candi-
date for the deputy.

The NC’s Mohammad Yousuf Gorsi, who had 
won the DDC polls from Pahalgam seat, was 
elected as the chairman of the district council, 
whereas Javaid Ahmad of the PDP was elected 
as the vice-chairman, the officials said.

Gorsi polled 11 votes out of the total 14 
members elected to the council in December 
last year, they added.

Among the 14 seats in Anantnag, six were 
won by NC, three each by Congress and PDP 
and two by independents.

This is the fourth chairperson post win 
for the PAGD after the successes in Kulgam, 
Ganderbal and Pulwama.

In the first phase of the polls to the posts of 
chairpersons and vice-chairpersons for three 
districts on Saturday, Jammu and Kashmir 
Apni Party won two Srinagar and Shopian, 
while CPI(M) which is part of the PAGD won 
from Kulgam.

In the second phase of the elections, the 
polls were held in the two districts of Budgam 
and Kupwara, while the elections in Baramulla 
district were postponed.

While an independent candidate Nazir 
Ahmad Khan was elected as the chairperson 
in Budgam, Jammu and Kashmir People’s 
Conference led by Sajad Lone won from 
Kupwara district.

In the third phase of the polls on Wednesday, 
the elections were conducted in two dis-
tricts of the Kashmir valley - Ganderbal and 
Pulwama and the PAGD won from both places.

While the NC won the post of the chair-
person from Ganderbal, a PDP candidate was 
elected as chairperson in Pulwama, the offi-
cials said. (PTI)

Toddler’s Body Fished
not materialized after he went missing from 

his home.
“Prima facie it seems that the toddler ven-

tured out from his home and had slipped into 
the fast flowing nallah,” said an official adding 
that Gund police have registered a case under 
174 CrPc and initiated further investigation in 
this regard.

Six Injured In
as Habibullah Mir of Sunargund , Ruqsana 

of Chatroo Dangerpora,  Hafeeza Bano of 
Banderpora, Aisha Bano of Khansahib, Bashir 
Ahmad Dar of Arampora and Younis Manzoor 
of Banderpora were removed to district hospi-
tal Budgam for treatment, the report said.

It added that one of the seriously injured 
man Habibullah Mir was referred to Bones 
and Joint Hospital for further treatment.

Meanwhile, police have taken the cogni-
zance of the incident.

Fake ID Card Maker
shop by the name of “Speed Print “at 

Barzullah stop Dhobhiwan. The police spokes-
person further said a computer monitor, print-
er and CPU were seized by police during a raid .

“The preliminary investigation revealed 
that the accused has issued the I-cards to dif-
ferent persons with different names, other 
than their original names .Thus promoting 
impersonation by fraud and cheating,” he said.

“Moreover scanned seal/stamps were also 
found in the CPU and  might have been mis-
used .Case FIR No.09/21 under section 420/467 
IPC of has been registered and investigations 
started. The accused has been arrested in the 
instant case,” he added.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
I have lost the RC of my Vehicles Bearing Registration No.JK03E-4016.
Now applied for its duplicates if anybody has any objection in this re-
gard may file at ARTO Anantnag within Seven (7) days after that no 
objection shall be entertained.

Hamidullah Wani S/O Mohd Ramzan Wani 
R/O:- Qazigund Anantnag MJA

r

Urban Renaissance 
Happening in J&K, Says LG
“I am working on two main objectives - Sustainable 
Development & making Jammu city Self-Reliant”
JAMMU, FEBRUARY 11: 
Taking a major step towards 
making Jammu city more 
vibrant, citizen friendly and 
congestion free, Lieutenant 
Governor, Manoj Sinha to-
day inaugurated the much 
awaited General Bus stand, 
Multi-level Car Parking cum 
Commercial Complex worth 
Rs 213.08 crore.

Constructed by Jammu 
Development Authority 
(JDA), the new facility has 
built-up area of around 60,064 
sqm, having a parking capaci-
ty of 80 Buses in bus terminal, 
1312 cars, 177 two wheelers 
and 239 commercial shops, 
besides dedicated space for 
restaurants and food courts.

Speaking on the occasion, 
the Lt Governor termed the 
opening of the facility of Gen-
eral Bus stand cum Multi-
level Car Parking as a step 
towards the comprehensive 
development of physical, so-
cial and basic infrastructure 
to accommodate the business 
class as well as meeting es-
sential requirements of qual-
ity life for ordinary citizens.

“If I want to define the 
work that has been going on 
in the cities of Jammu and 
Kashmir for the last few 
months, I would say that 
Urban Renaissance is hap-
pening now”, the Lt Gover-

nor remarked.
He extended his gratitude 

to the officials of Jammu De-
velopment Authority (JDA), 
engineers, artisans and labour 
force associated with the proj-
ect. It is a matter of great pride 
that the diligence and hard 
work put in for the completion 

of the mega project has finally 
become a reality, he added.

More similar park-
ings will be constructed in 
Jammu soon. Whether it 
is the Sewerage Treatment 
Plant, Rain Water Harvest-
ing Mechanism, it has been 
taken care of that the scaling 
up of change and strategy is 
for long term effect, he added.

Jammu is such a beauti-
ful city that you will be fasci-
nated at its sight. It has also 
emerged as a large commer-
cial hub in the last few years 
and economic activity has 
increased further. Therefore, 

there was a need to develop 
the existing road facilities 
and parking facilities, said 
the Lt Governor.

“I am working on two 
main objectives - Sustainable 
Development and making 
Jammu city Self-Reliant. And 
I want to tell all the citizens 

of Jammu with great respon-
sibility that I will leave no 
stone unturned in improving 
transparency, accountability 
and service delivery to you", 
added the Lt Governor.

Recalling his meeting 
with the officials of Smart 
City Ahmedabad Develop-
ment Limited on Jammu 
Smart City Project, the Lt 
Governor said that to develop 
Jammu as Smart City, Smart 
Urban Mobility and Efficient 
Traffic Management infra-
structure is also being kept as 
one of the major components 
of the project.

Div Com reviews functioning 
of Revenue Deptt
Stresses on ensuring prompt public 
grievances redressal, swift land transfers for 
developmental projects

SRINAGAR, FEBRUARY 11: 
The Divisional Commissioner 
(Div Com) Kashmir, Pandurang 
K Pole today chaired a meeting 
of officers to review the func-
tioning of the Revenue depart-
ment in Srinagar, Budgam and 
Ganderbal districts.

The meeting, among others 
was attended by Deputy Commis-
sioner Srinagar Dr Shahid Iqbal, 
Director Land Records, ADC Sri-
nagar, Assistant Commissioner 
Central, ACR Srinagar, SDM 
Srinagar, Tehsildars and other 
concerned Revenue Officers.

DC Budgam, Shahbaz Mir-
za, ADC Ganderbal, concerned 
ACRs, SDMs, Tehsildars and 
others also attended the meet-
ing through videoconferencing.

During the meeting, the 
concerned DCs presented the 
status of functioning of Revenue 
offices, accommodations, va-
cancies, status of Kaahcharai, 
state land, progress on Muta-
tions, Jamabandis, issuance of 
domicile, status of Lumbardars 
and Chowkidars, land transfer 

cases, land acquisitions, reim-
bursement of payments, funds, 
migrant complaint disposal, re-
lief, status of court cases, digiti-
zation, developmental projects 
and other related cases through 
power point presentation.

Emphasizing on speedy 
redressal to public grievances 
and weekly hearing of court 
cases, the Div Com instructed 
concerned to ensure timely dis-
posal of all pending cases.

Div Com directed con-
cerned to ensure retrieval of 
all encroached Kaahcharai and 
state land besides, asked con-
cerned to maintain village wise 
records of encroached and re-
trieved land.

He instructed concerned to 
impose heavy fines as per the 
law and start criminal proceed-
ings against all offenders.

Directions were given that 
lumberdars are appointed 
through election process only 
and their personal files are 
maintained in the concerned 
Tehsil office.

MD, NHIDCL inspects work 
progress on Zojila tunnel
GANDERBAL, FEBRUARY 11: 
The Managing Director (MD) 
NHIDCL, KK Pathak today vis-
ited the construction site of Zo-
jila tunnel at Baltal, Sonamarg 
to have firsthand appraisal of 
the work progress on the tunnel. 

The MD during the visit 
was accompanied by Deputy 
Commissioner (DC) Gander-
bal, Shafqat Iqbal, Executive 
Director-III, Sanjiv Malik, Of-
ficiating Executive Director, 
ASP Ganderbal, RO-Ladakh 
and Srinagar besides other 
concerned officials.

During the visit, MD re-
viewed the works going on East 
and West Portals of Zojila tun-
nel and was briefed about the 
pace and progress made on it.   

The team was informed 
that despite the snowfall the 
work process was going on 
smoothly on Zojila tunnel.

After an on ground review 
of East & West Portals of Zojila 

tunnel, the team visited and 
reviewed the progress of the 
approach road of Zojila Tunnel 
where two more tunnels are be-
ing constructed.

Pathak directed the officials 
of the executing agency to expe-
dite pace of works on the ambi-
tious project so that targets are 
achieved within the stipulated 
time frame. He also directed the 
Authority's Engineer to closely 
monitor all the construction/ 
planning activities.

Pertinently, 14.15 km long 
Zojila tunnel once completed 
will facilitate all weather road 
connectivity between Srinagar 
and Kargil which mainly re-
mains closed during winter due 
to heavy snowfall in the area 
and will reduce travel time also.

The tunnel will also benefit 
social and economic development 
of the region apart from boosting 
the tourism in Sonamarg region 
as well as Ladakh region.

Directorate of ISM AYUSH 
celebrates World Unani Day-2021
SRINAGAR, FEBRUARY 11: 
Directorate of Indian System 
of Medicine ISM (AYUSH), 
Jammu and Kashmir today 
organized a grand seminar 
to celebrate 5th World Unani 
Day at Auditorium Hall, Gov-
ernment Dental College, here.

The World Unani Day is 
celebrated on February 11 every 
year to commemorate visionary 
scholar Hakim Ajmal Khan on 
his birthday, who has contrib-
uted in the development of the 
Unani system of Medicine.

Director ISM, J&K, Dr. 
Mohan Singh while providing 
the historical background of 
World Unani day said that Ha-
kim Ajmal Khan is the founder 
of Ayurvedic Medicine who 
envisioned the role of Unani 
Medicine long before. He said 
that Ajmal Khan emphasized 
on the establishing of laborato-
ries for research to sustain the 
traditional Medicine system.

Meanwhile, Dr Singh in-
formed that thirteen lakh ben-
eficiaries in India have been 
provided Ayurvedic medicine 
during the Covid-19 pandemic.

He also informed that 
the admission notification 

of the first batch of Govern-
ment Unani Medical College 
has been issued today. He 
expressed gratitude to the 
concerned for helping to take 
this historical leap in the de-
velopment of the profession in 
Kashmir.

On the occasion he also 
shared details regarding the 
status of several ongoing in-
frastructural and research 
projects of ISM in J&K.

Principal Government 
Medical College, Srinagar Dr 
Samia Rashid, who is also 
Incharge Principal, Govern-
ment Unani Medical College 
on the occasion highlighted 
the healing philosophy of 
Unani Medicine and said this 
curing philosophy has been 
used in India for many years 
and is leading among the 
world of Ayurvedic medicine 
practicing countries.

She while congratulating 
Director ISM and staff of the 
College for starting the first 
batch, said that a better future 
is created by one who per-
ceives the present, to create 
the better future one will have 
to give his best in the present.

LG's Advisor lauds KP’s for 
their contributions in society
JAMMU, FEBRUARY 11: Ad-
visor to Lieutenant Governor, 
Farooq Khan today attended a 
function organised by Vishwa 
Kashmiri Samaj (VKS) and felici-
tated several dignitaries on the 
occasion, for their contributions 
towards building a better society.

Speaking during the 
event, Advisor Farooq Khan 
appreciated the activities be-
ing carried out by the VKS or-
ganisation. The Advisor also 
complimented the Kashmiri 

Pandit (KP) for their hard 
work and excellence in the 
field of education.

The VKS on the occasion 
highlighted different activi-
ties being carried out by the 
organisation like Annual 
Mata Kheer Bhawani ji yatra 
to Tulmulla Kashmir, medical 
camp and sports carnival at 
Jagti, letter writing competi-
tion for PM by Kashmiri Pan-
dit kids besides other activi-
ties of the organisation.

'Follow our laws': Prasad tells social 
media firms amid row with Twitter
Press Trust of India  

 New Delhi: Amid a row with 
Twitter over blocking of ac-
counts, India on Thursday 
warned social media plat-
forms of strict action for fail-
ure to crack down on inflam-
matory content, saying they 
have to fully comply with the 
country's law.

A day after his ministry 
rebuked Twitter for not com-
plying with its orders to take 
down inflammatory content, 
Information Technology Min-
ister Ravi Shankar Prasad said 
social media platforms can-
not give differential treatment 
while handling problems on 
Capitol Hill and the Red Fort.

The government, he said, 
was committed to freedom of 
media and rights of individuals 
but it was equally concerned 
about safety, security, and law 

and order in the country.
"Please don't spread en-

mity, violence and misin-
formation. Please follow the 
Constitution of India and the 
law of the land (otherwise we 
will be very strict)," he said 
replying to a question in Ra-
jya Sabha.

On Wednesday, his min-
istry had expressed displea-
sure at Twitter for failing to 
remove all of the over 1,100 
accounts and posts it alleged 

spread misinformation about 
the widespread protests by 
farmers against new agricul-
tural laws.

Prasad said the social me-
dia companies took immediate 
action when riots broke out at 
Capitol Hill in Washington but 
ignored similar action when 
farm bill protestors ran riot at 
Red Fort on Republic Day.

"This double standard 
would not work here," he said 
flagging inflammatory con-
tent, especially those with 
the hashtag of Modi planning 
farmers' genocide.

"Yeh kya mazak hai? 
(What kind of a joke is this?)," 
he said.

The Constitution of India 
guarantees freedom of speech 
but Article 19 (2) also says that it 
is subject to reasonable restric-
tions because of the "sovereign-
ty and integrity" of India.

Dir Tourism Lays Focus on 
Strengthening Assets
SRINAGAR, FEBRUARY 11: 
Director, Tourism, Kashmir, 
Dr GN Itoo Thursday chaired a 
meeting here to review the sta-
tus of projects being executed 
across various tourist circuits 
in Kashmir division under 
the Prime Minister’s Develop-
ment Package (PMDP), Prime 
Minister’s Reconstruction Plan 
(PMRP) and CAPEX Budget. He 
also reviewed the status regard-
ing the Departmental assets at 
various destinations.

Laying focus on strengthen-
ing of assets, the Director Tour-
ism emphasised upon executing 
agencies to ensure that all the 
pending tourism projects un-

der PMDP are completed at the 
earliest while maintaining the 
quality of work. He also sought 
immediate repair works and 
restoration of the damaged infra-
structure due to recent snowfall. 
For this, he directed the officers 
to immediately submit the re-
port on the status of each project.

Dr. Itoo also stressed on 
exploring the new and lesser-
known destinations and improv-
ing the basic infrastructure there 
so that tourists can be diverted to 
these destinations which will also 
help maintain the carrying ca-
pacity of the popular destinations 
like Gulmarg, Pahalgam and Son-
marg during peak seasons.

DIPR Shopian organises 
Cultural programme 

S
HOPIAN, FEBRUARY 
11:  To raise awareness 
about Covid-19 Pan-
demic among students 

living in rural areas, the Dis-
trict Information Centre (DIC), 
Shopian today organized a De-
bate cum Cultural Programme 
based on Covid-19 Do’s and 
Don’ts, in the premises of Al-
Mustafa Educational Trust 
(AMET) Mashwara, here.

District Information Offi-
cer Shopian, Showkat Ahmad 
Khan was the Chief Guest on 
the occasion while Mushtaq 
Ahmad Shah presided over 
the function.

The Chief Guest appre-
ciated the participants for 
presenting meaningful and 

entertaining poetic works. 
He urged for organizing more 
such types of awareness pro-
grammes for the benefit of the 
common masses.

Later, after the debate 
competition, a colorful cul-
tural programme featuring 
Folk, Rouf, Kashmiri and 
Gojri Songs were presented 
by the artists of DIC, Shop-
ian besides dramas were also 
presented by the students of 
AMET Mashwara which re-
ceived great applause from 
the audiences.

Athar Hussain Balpuri 
of the DIC also presented Co-
vid-19 mazahiya kalam before 
the audience.

As many as 44 students par-

ticipated in the debate competi-
tion and expressed their views 
and deliberated about Covid-19 
theme. Imran Hussian, Arshid 
Farooq and Wajahat Ayoub  all 
students of Class 10th were ad-
judged as 1st, 2nd and 3rd posi-
tion holders respectively in the 
debating competition. While 
Bisma Ayoub of class 9th, Sha-
hid ul Islam of Class 10th and 
Sahil Haroon of class 8th were 
adjudged as 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
position holders respectively in 
the Cultural competition.

Among others, Principal 
AMET, Bilal Ahmad, school 
management and staff, offi-
cials of DIC Shopian besides 
school children were present 
on the occasion.

B R I E F L Y Arrangements for Urs of 
Syed Noor Shah Reviewed

KULGAM, FEBRUARY 11: 
The Deputy Commission-
er (DC) Kulgam, Showkat 

Aijaz Bhat today visited Kund 
valley to take stock of arrange-
ments for ongoing annual Urs of 
sufi saint Hazrat Syed Noor Shah 
Saheb Wali Baghdadi (RA).

On the occasion, the DC 
stressed upon the concerned officers 

to ensure availability of all the neces-
sary arrangements so that the devo-
tees do not face any inconvenience.

He interacted with Auqaf 
Committee members and en-
quired about the arrangements 
put in place by administration 
for smooth conduct of Urs, the 
Auqaaf members expressed sat-
isfaction over the arrangements.

Army to conduct UHQ quota 
recruitment rally from March 24-26 
Srinagar: Army Recruiting Of-
fice, Srinagar will be organising 
a recruitment rally at JAK LI 
REGT CENTRE (J&K) From 24 to 
26 March 2021 covering districts of 
Jammu, Samba, Reasi & Rajouri 
(24 Mar 2021), Udhampur, Kathua, 
Doda & Poonch (25 Mar 2021). 

Other districts of Jammu and 

Kashmir, districts of Ladakh and rest 
of India Tradesman (26 Mar 2021), 
for all categories i.e Soldier General 
Duty (10th pass), Soldier General 
Duty (Sportsmen) (10th pass), Sol-
dier Tradesmen (10th pass), Soldier 
Tradesmen Musician (10th pass), Sol-
dier Tradesman (8th Pass), Soldier 
Clerk/SKT (10+2 pass). 

Kashmiri fishermen holding harpoons, covered under blankets, wait in their boats to catch fish by a unique technique called 
'Tchaay-e- gaad shikar ('shadow fishing') in Srinagar's Anchar lake on Thursday. KO Photo, Abid Bhat
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J&K Cricket Captain Parvez Rasool, 
BCCI Member Ranjeet Kalra Call 
On Advisor Farooq Khan

DC Kulgam Flags-Off 
66 Students For Inter-District UT 
Level Sports Competitions

Buttler, Bairstow Back 
As England Name Squad 
For T20Is Against India

Press Trust of India

Senior wicketkeeper-bats-
men Jos Buttler and Jonny 
Bairstow were on Thursday 

named in a 16-member England 
squad for the five T20 Interna-
tional matches against India, 
scheduled in Ahmedabad be-
tween March 12 and 20.

Buttler has gone back home 
after the opening Test against In-
dia, which the visitors won by 227 
runs, while Bairstow has been 
rested for the first two five-day 
games of the four-match series as 
part of England's rotational policy.

Also, coming back is IPL fran-
chise Chennai Super Kings' all-
rounder, Sam Curran, who was 
rested for the Test series.

Veteran pacers James Ander-

son and Stuart Broad no longer 
play white-ball games but Jofra 
Archer will be available for the 
five-match series, which means 
he might be rested at some point 
during the ongoing Test rubber.

The squad also has latest T20 
dasher Dawid Malan, who, ac-
cording to many, could be a hot 
pick at the February 18 IPL auc-
tion in Chennai. The squad for 
the three One-Day Internationals 
that follow the T20I series will be 
announced in due course.

SqUAD: Eoin Morgan (captain), 
Moeen Ali, Jofra Archer, Jonathan 
Bairstow, Sam Billings, Jos Buttler, 
Sam Curran, Tom Curran, Chris 
Jordan, Liam Livingstone, Dawid 
Malan, Adil Rashid, Jason Roy, Ben 
Stokes, Reece Topley, Mark Wood. 

IND VS ENG 2ND TEST

‘New Chepauk Track Looks Darker, May 
Offer Early Turn,’ Says Ben Foakes

Tamil Nadu Releases T. Natarajan 
From Vijay Hazare Trophy Squad 
Following BCCI Request

Press Trust of India

CHENNAI: India's newest pace 
sensation T Natarajan has been 
released from the Tamil Nadu 
squad for the Vijay Hazare Tro-
phy ODI competition as the 
BCCI wants him to stay fresh for 
the limited-overs series against 
England next month, a top TNCA 
official said on Thursday.

"The BCCI and the Indian 
team management wanted Na-
tarajan to be fresh for the white 
ball leg of the series against Eng-
land. Keeping the Indian team's 
interests in mind we said yes," 
Tamil Nadu Cricket Association 
(TNCA) secretary R S Ramasaa-
my told PTI.

R S Jaganath Sinivas will 
take Natarajan's place in the 
20-member squad which will 
leave for Indore on February 13.

Natarajan was earlier included 
in a 20-man Tamil Nadu squad 
for the tournament beginning 
February 20. Tamil Nadu had re-
cently won the Syed Mushtaq Ali 
Trophy in Ahmedabad.

The first of the five T20 Inter-
nationals against England will be 
played on March 12 in Ahmed-
abad while the first ODI will take 
place in Pune on March 23.

The Tamil Nadu chief of selec-
tors S Vasudevan also confirmed 
the development and said Nata-
rajan has been released from the 
Vijay Hazare Trophy squad.

Natarajan had become the first 
Indian cricketer to make his inter-
national debut across all three for-
mats during the tour of Australia.

He played in the series-
clinching Brisbane Test after 
making his maiden T20I and ODI 
appearances earlier on the tour. Agencies

KULGAM: The Deputy Commis-
sioner (DC) Kulgam Showkat Aijaz 
Bhat today flagged-off a group of 66 
students for inter- district UT Level 
sports competitions to different 
districts of Jammu Division from 
Tehsil Office Complex, Kulgam.

Sharing the details, the District 
Youth Services and Sports Officer 

(DYSSO) Kulgam said that these 
students are scheduled to partici-
pate in different sports activities 
in various districts of Jammu di-
vision including in Doda, Kathua 
Udhampur and Jammu. Among 
others, DYSSO Kulgam, Ghulam 
Hassan and other employees of 
the DYS&S Office besides parents 
of and relatives of these students 
were present on the occasion.

Press Trust of India

CHENNAI: England wicketkeeper 
Ben Foakes, who is set to don the big 
gloves in the second Test against India, 
feels the fresh Chepauk track will keep 
low and might start offering turn ear-
lier compared to the series opener at 
the same venue.

England won the first Test by 227 
runs but it wasn't until the fourth day 
when the red-soil Chepauk pitch start-
ed offering sharp turn. However, with 
India down 0-1 in the four-match se-
ries, the hosts would like to play to their 
strengths in the upcoming matches.

Asked how did the pitch look, 
Foakes said on Thursday: "It's differ-
ent to the last one. It's a different soil 
and darker soil. I think it might be 
quite low and slow. But I haven't had a 
lot of experience with wickets but that 
would be my guess."

The 27-year-old, who has played 
five Tests and has been an understudy 
to Jos Buttler, spoke to reporters dur-
ing a virtual interaction.

To a PTI query if the pitch would 
offer turn earlier than usual, he re-
plied: "I found it quite tricky to read 
the wicket. I found in India obviously 
that's (turners) an avenue they would 
like to go down.

"The last wicket probably played 
pretty well for about two and half-
three days, may be slightly longer. I 
guess there is a potential that it would 
spin earlier (on this track). I wouldn't 
like to look too far ahead with that and 
just look to see what's given on the day 
and try and play accordingly," said the 
man, who played the last of his five 

Tests, in 2019.
For Foakes, the pointers he has re-

ceived from his colleagues could come 
in handy while facing seasoned off-
spinner Ravichandran Ashwin, who 
has been in good form.

The second Test will be played from 
February 13-17.

"I think just been talking to the guys 
who played the last game and pick up 
points and tips and see anything that’s 
helpful and trying to adapt to that to 
my game. Play within my limits."

Foakes said that there will always 
be doubts after a prolonged break but 
he completely understands that "Jos 
has been outstanding".

Will it be a problem keeping up to 
off-spinner Dom Bess?

"I think I haven't probably kept him 
too much. Probably kept him in a Li-
ons game. I get a lot of time to keep 
him in the nets and I get a lot of time. 
I have kept fair bit here and Sri Lanka. 
So I have all my bases covered.

"Without playing not much cricket, 
you are going to have that slight doubt 
since you have not been tested in a while. 
Hopefully, I will be back in rhythm."

He hasn't had any discussion with 
Buttler but has picked up cues by 
watching him play.

"Not really, he was shipped off as 
early as he can so that he could pos-
sibly spend more time with family. 
Purely watching how great a job he 
did, I was trying to pick up tips from 
that."

Foakes said not getting to play a lot 
in recent times means he would have 
to improve and work on his DRS skills.

"I think on turning wickets keeper 
comes into the game with such good 
view. One of those things I haven't 
done too much. I think I did alright in 
Sri Lanka (in 2018).

"One of those things I am not quite 
experienced and you try in the nets and 
have a look while standing back and get 
more experienced," he concluded.

Anil Kumble Supports Wasim 
Jaffer After Uttarakhand Cricket 
Accuses Him Of Religious Bias
Press Trust of India

NEW DELHI: Spin legend Anil 
Kumble on Thursday extended 
support to his former India 
teammate Wasim Jaffer after the 
Cricket Association of Uttara-
khand (CAU) alleged that he had 
tried to force religion-based se-
lections as the state team’s coach.

Jaffer, who quit as Uttarakhand 
coach owing to a dispute with 
the state association, on Wednes-
day rejected allegations by the 

cricket association’s officials that 
he favoured Muslim players in 
the team. He got support from 
Kumble, a former India captain 
and coach who currently heads 
the ICC’s cricket committee.

“With you Wasim. Did the 
right thing. Unfortunately it’s 
the players who’ll miss your 
mentor ship,” Kumble wrote on 
his Twitter handle.

The 42-year-old Jaffer, who 
played 31 Tests for India and is 
a celebrated name in domestic 

cricket, said the charge lev-
elled by CAU’s secretary Mahim 
Verma in a media report, had 
caused him immense pain.

Jaffer resigned on Tuesday 
citing “interference and bias of 
selectors and the association’s 
secretary for non-deserving 
players” as the reason.

“...jo communal angle lagaya 
(the communal angle that has 
been brought up), that is very, 
very sad,” Jaffer said in a virtual 
press conference on Wednesday.

“They levelled an allegation 
that I am in favour of Iqbal Ab-
dulla, I wanted to make Iqbal 
Abdulla as the captain, which is 
absolutely wrong,” he asserted.

The leading run-getter in 
Ranji Trophy also dismissed al-
legations that he brought Maul-
vis (Muslim religious scholars) 
to the team’s training.

“First of all, they said the 
Maulavis came there in a bio-
bubble and we offered Namaz. 
Let me tell you one thing, the 
Maulavi, Maulana, who came 
on two or three Fridays during 
the camp in Dehradun, I had 
not called him. It was Iqbal Ab-
dulla (Uttarakhand player) who 
sought mine and the manager’s 
permission only for the Friday 
prayer,” he said referring to the 
31-year-old all-rounder, who 
has competed in the IPL but 
hasn’t played for India yet.

In a tweet, he also said he 
“recommended Jay Bista for 
captaincy not Iqbal but CAU of-
ficials favoured Iqbal”.

Jaffer was appointed as the 
head coach of the state team in 
June 2020. He had signed a one-
year contract with CAU.

Uttarakhand won only one 
out of their five matches in the 
recent Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy.

Intend To Vaccinate Olympics-Bound Athletes From March End: Sports Ministry
Press Trust of India

NEW DELHI: The COVID-19 vacci-
nation for India's Tokyo Olympic-
bound athletes is likely to start 
from the end of March after the 
sports ministry formally requested 
the health ministry to enlist the 
qualifying sportspersons and their 
coaches in the priority category.

According to a Sports Ministry 
official, they had already prepared 
a blue-print and if given a go-ahead 
by the health ministry, they plan to 
start the vaccination for Olympic-
bound athletes from next month.

"The Sports Ministry has formally 
requested the Union Health Minis-
try to place Tokyo Olympics-bound 
Indian athletes on priority list. We 
have already chalked out a plan for 

the two-phased vaccination of ath-
letes, coaches and support staff," the 
ministry official told PTI.

"Right now, we are waiting to 

hear from the Health Ministry. As 
and when they give us the green 
signal, we will start executing our 
plan. We intend to start vaccina-

tion of Olympic qualifying athletes 
from March end."

The development comes close 
on the heels of the Indian Olympic 
Association writing to the Union 
Health Minister Harsh Vardhan, re-
questing him to consider vaccinat-
ing the Olympics-bound athletes 
on a priority basis.

As of now, 74 Indian athletes have 
qualified for the Olympics, which 
will be held in the Japan's capital 
city Tokyo from July 23 to August 8 
after being postponed last year due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic.

A total of 15 shooters, four ar-
chers, 32 hockey players (men and 
women), four wrestlers, nine box-
ers, one from equestrian and five 
individual track and field athletes as 
well as the 4x400m relay team have 

so far qualified for the Olympics.
Most of these athletes had qual-

ified before the COVID-19 pandem-
ic rocked the world early last year, 
which saw a halt in every sporting 
sphere for close to a year.

Sports Minister Kiren Rijiju had 
already said that his ministry will 
prioritise athletes and trainers 
when their turn comes for CO-
VID-19 vaccination but has left it 
to the Health Ministry to set the 
overall priority list.

"The government’s policy is very 
clear. First of all, the vaccine will be 
provided to COVID warriors, the 
medical and security people. Our 
Olympic-bound athletes and their 
trainers will be provided priority 
in our ministry but overall priority 
is set by Ministry of Health," Rijiju 

WGAJK Holds Senior Level 
Skiing And Snowboarding 
Championship In Gulmarg
Agencies

SRINAGAR: In continuation to its 
domestic activities, the Winter 
Games Association of J&K (WGAJK) 
conducted skiing and snowboarding 
championship for senior boys and 
girls at Kongdori on Thursday. Near-
ly 60 athletes representing different 
districts took part in the event.

The race was opened by top In-
dian skier, Arif Khan. Notably, Arif 
has been selected to represent In-
dia in the upcoming FIS World Ski 
Championship, to be held in Italy in 
3rd week of this month.

In the Men’s event, Bilal Ahmad 
Sheikh won one gold and one bronze 
medal, Waseem Bhat won one silver 

and one bronze. Haseeb Hajam won 
one silver, Kashif Bhat won one gold 
medal. While in Girls section Sabiya 
Nabi won 2 gold, Sana Afzal won one 
silver and bronze and Zainab won 
one silver and one bronze medals. 

In the Snowboarding event Meh-

raj Din won Gold, Zubair Lone won 
Silver and Firdous Ahmad won the 
bronze medal.

The competition was held in 2 
events, Slalom and Giant Slalom. 
Tomorrow the selection trials for 
the Khelo India games will be held.

Agencies

JAMMU: Sports Administrator and 
J&K's representative to Board of 
Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) 
Ranjeet Kalra and Indian Cricketer 
and Captain of J&K Cricket team, 
Parvez Rasool  called on Advisor 
Farooq Khan here today.

The duo during the course of 
meeting with the Advisor delib-
erated upon the various mea-
sures being taken for promotion 
of cricket in the Union Territory of 

J&K. Kalra also requested the Ad-
visor for expediting the process of 
the appointment of sportsperson 
under the SRO and the formula-
tion of the UT Sports Policy.

The upcoming cricket academies 
being developed by the Sports Coun-
cil which have been widely wel-
comed in the Union Territory of J&K 
also came up for discussion. Advisor 
Khan on this occasion also wished 
good luck to J&K Skipper Parvez Ra-
sool and his team for the upcoming 
Vijay Hazare BCCI tournament.

Sevilla Defeat Barcelona 2-0 In Copa 
del Rey As Messi Plays 900th Game
Agencies

MADRID: Taking advantage of a quiet 
game from Lionel Messi in his 900th 
career match, Sevilla defeated Barce-
lona 2-0 in the first leg of the Copa 
del Rey semifinals. Messi squandered 
a couple of chances as Sevilla won its 
eighth consecutive match in all com-

petitions on Wednesday thanks 
to a goal by Jules Koundé in 

the first half and another by 
former Barcelona midfield-
er Ivan Rakitic near the end.

The second leg will be 
on Feb. 27 at the Camp Nou 
Stadium in Barcelona. Ath-
letic Bilbao hosts Levante 

on Thursday in the first 
leg of the other semi-

final.
Sevilla and 

B a r c e l o n a 
entered the 
semis as the 

hottest teams in Spain. The Catalan 
club was coming off six straight wins 
in all competitions.

The teams played in the Copa final 
in 2016 and 2018, with Barcelona com-
ing out on top both times. The Catalan 
club is trying to make it to its ninth 
final in 11 years. It made it to the last 
four nine straight times before being 
eliminated by Athletic in the quarter-
finals last season.

Barcelona controlled possession 
but it struggled to create many signifi-
cant chances at the Ramón Sánchez-
Pizjuán Stadium, with Sevilla goal-
keeper Bono stopping the few efforts 
he faced. Sevilla constantly threatened 
on counter-attacks, especially after 
opening the scoring in the first half.

Messi, making his 758th appear-
ance with Barcelona to add to his 
142 with Argentina, commanded the 
attack but failed to capitalize on his 
chances, including one with only Bono 
to beat in the 11th minute. He nearly 

scored with a stoppage-time free kick 
that again was stopped by Bono.

Messi had been rested in the Span-
ish league game against Real Betis on 
Sunday, when he came off the bench 
in the second half to lead the team to a 
come-from-behind victory.

Koundé put Sevilla ahead in the 
25th with a nice run that culminated 
with him slipping the ball in between 
the legs of Barcelona defender Samuel 
Umtiti before shooting into the net 
from inside the area.

Rakitic sealed the victory in an 
85th-minute breakaway, beating goal-
keeper Marc-André ter Stegen with a 
shot into the top of the net. The mid-
fielder didn’t celebrate the goal against 
his former club.

Barcelona coach Ronald Koeman 
was without three players because of 
injuries — Martin Braithwaite, Sergiño 
Dest and Miralem Pjanic. Sevilla’s Julen 
Lopetegui was without injured players 
Lucas Ocampos and Jesús Navas.

East Bengal Face Hyderabad FC 
In A Must-Win ISL Match
Press Trust of India

VASCO (GOA): SC East Bengal, who 
have struggled for consistency so far 
in their maiden Indian Super League 
season, will face Hyderabad FC in a 
must-win game here on Friday.

They've spent most of the sea-
son near the bottom of the table. 
Despite that, it's not all over for 
them, for a win against fourth-
placed Hyderabad FC at the Tilak 
Maidan will take them to within 
four points of their opponents with 
three games left.

SCEB have 16 points from 16 
games. They would still need favours 
from other teams to dent the chanc-
es of NorthEast United FC, Hyder-
abad and FC Goa -- who are all tied 
on 23 points with 16 games played 
-- but it is not out of the question.

They face ATK Mohun Bagan, 
NorthEast and wooden-spooners 
Odisha FC in their last three games. 

But for assistant coach Tony Grant, 
Friday's test may be the toughest 
one yet.

"I rate them higher than most 
of the other clubs. They are better 
than the last two years and they got 
some good players. It's going to be 
a tough game.

"They are few points ahead of 
us so they have got more to try and 
hold on to," he added.

But to get anything out of the 
match, SCEB will have to be at their 
best in the final third. They have 
scored the lowest number of goals 
from open play (7) and talisman 
Bright Enobakhare has faded after 
a bright start.

There is every chance the match 
will be decided in the second half 
-- Hyderabad have scored 75 per-
cent of their goals in the second 
half while SCEB have conceded 14 
out of 21 goals in the same period.

East Bengal had their finest game 

against Jamshedpur FC with the en-
tire squad putting on a good display.

Grant maintained that he prefers 
to start with a similar eleven but 
wasn't sure if that was the best 11.

"We can't play the same 11. We 
played really well. We would like 
to play the same team but whether 
we have any knocks or inquiries, 
we will find out later," Grant said.

Meanwhile, Hyderabad coach 
Manuel Marquez, who has just ex-
tended his contract with the team, 
knows that a win will be a giant 
step towards making the play-offs. 
His team is on an eight-match un-
beaten run and will look to contin-
ue their good form.

"It's a tough game. I think that 
they have changed a lot of players. 
But we will try to win," he said.

"(If) we win all the games, we 
will be in the top four. The end is 
close. We need to take it game by 
game and win points."
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